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APPROXIMATE HAMILTON DECOMPOSITIONS OF
ROBUSTLY EXPANDING REGULAR DIGRAPHS
DERYK OSTHUS AND KATHERINE STADEN
Abstract. We show that every sufficiently large r-regular digraph G which has
linear degree and is a robust outexpander has an approximate decomposition
into edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles, i.e. G contains a set of r−o(r) edge-disjoint
Hamilton cycles. Here G is a robust outexpander if for every set S which is not
too small and not too large, the ‘robust’ outneighbourhood of S is a little larger
than S. This generalises a result of Ku¨hn, Osthus and Treglown on approximate
Hamilton decompositions of dense regular oriented graphs. It also generalises
a result of Frieze and Krivelevich on approximate Hamilton decompositions
of quasirandom (di)graphs. In turn, our result is used as a tool by Ku¨hn and
Osthus to prove that any sufficiently large r-regular digraph G which has linear
degree and is a robust outexpander even has a Hamilton decomposition.
1. Introduction
A Hamilton decomposition of a graph or digraph G is a set of edge-disjoint
Hamilton cycles which together cover all the edges of G. The first result in the
area was proved by Walecki in 1892, who showed that a complete graph Kn has a
Hamilton decomposition if and only if n is odd (see e.g. [17], [3], [4]). Tillson [20]
solved the analogous problem for complete digraphs in 1980. Though the area is
rich in beautiful conjectures, until recently there were few general results.
Starting with a result of Frieze and Krivelevich [7], a very successful recent
direction of research has been to find ‘approximate’ Hamilton decompositions, i.e. a
set of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles which cover almost all the edges of the given
(di)graph. The result in [7] concerns dense quasirandom graphs and digraphs.
Hypergraph versions of this result were proved by Frieze, Krivelevich and Loh [8]
as well as Bal and Frieze [5]. Also, Ku¨hn, Osthus and Treglown [16] proved an
approximate version of Kelly’s conjecture. This long-standing conjecture (see [18])
states that every regular tournament has a Hamilton decomposition. In fact, the
result in [16] is much more general, namely it states that every regular oriented
graph on n vertices whose in- and outdegree is slightly larger than 3n/8 has an
approximate Hamilton decomposition. Here an oriented graph is a digraph with
at most one edge between each pair of vertices (whereas a digraph may have one
edge in each direction between a pair of vertices).
Our main result in turn is a far reaching generalisation of the result in [16].
Instead of a degree condition, it involves an expansion condition that has recently
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been shown to have a close connection with Hamiltonicity. This notion was intro-
duced by Ku¨hn, Osthus and Treglown in [15]. The condition states that for every
set S which is not too small and not too large, its ‘robust’ outneighbourhood is
at least a little larger than S itself. More precisely, suppose that G is a digraph
of order n and S ⊆ V (G). The ν-robust outneighbourhood RN+ν,G(S) of S is the
set of vertices with at least νn inneighbours in S. We say that G is a robust
(ν, τ)-outexpander if
|RN+ν,G(S)| ≥ |S|+ νn for all S ⊆ V (G) with τn ≤ |S| ≤ (1− τ)n.
Our main result states that every sufficiently large robustly outexpanding regular
digraph has an approximate Hamilton decomposition.
Theorem 1.1. For every α > 0 there exists τ > 0 such that for all ν, η > 0 there
exists n0 = n0(α, ν, τ, η) for which the following holds. Suppose that
(i) G is an r-regular digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices, where r ≥ αn;
(ii) G is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander.
Then G contains at least (1 − η)r edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. Moreover, this
set of Hamilton cycles can be found in time polynomial in n.
As observed in Lemma 12.1 of [13], every oriented graph whose in- and out-
degrees are all at least slightly larger than 3n/8 is a robust outexpander, so this
does generalise the main result of [16]. Moreover, it turns out that one can relax
condition (i) to the requirement that G is ‘almost regular’. This is due to the fact
(observed in [13]) that every almost regular robustly expanding digraph contains
a spanning regular digraph of similar degree.
Corollary 1.2. For every α > 0 there exists τ > 0 such that for all ν, η > 0 there
exist n0 = n0(α, ν, τ, η) and γ = γ(α, ν, τ, η) > 0 for which the following holds.
Suppose that
(i) G is a digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices with (α − γ)n ≤ d±G(x) ≤ (α + γ)n for
every x in G;
(ii) G is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander.
Then G contains at least (α − η)n edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. Moreover, this
set of Hamilton cycles can be found in time polynomial in n.
The result in [16] extends to almost regular oriented graphs in the same way,
but is inherently non-algorithmic (see Section 2). Since, for dense digraphs, the
condition of being a robust outexpander is much weaker than that of being quasir-
andom, Corollary 1.2 is much more general than the result in [7] mentioned earlier.
Moreover, it is best possible in the sense that, for an almost regular digraph, an
approximate Hamilton decomposition is obviously the best one can hope for.
Theorem 1.1 is used as an essential tool by Ku¨hn and Osthus in [13] to prove
the following result, which (under the same conditions) guarantees not only an
approximate decomposition, but a Hamilton decomposition.
Theorem 1.3. For every α > 0 there exists τ > 0 such that for every ν > 0 there
exists n0 = n0(α, ν, τ) for which the following holds. Suppose that
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(i) G is an r-regular digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices, where r ≥ αn;
(ii) G is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander.
Then G has a Hamilton decomposition. Moreover, this decomposition can be found
in time polynomial in n.
So as a special case, Theorem 1.3 implies that Kelly’s conjecture holds for
all sufficiently large regular tournaments. It also implies a conjecture of Erdo˝s
on Hamilton decompositions of regular tournaments. However, it turns out that
the notion of robust (out)expansion extends far beyond the class of tournaments
and many further applications of Theorem 1.1 are explored by Ku¨hn and Osthus
in [14]. For example, the notion of robust expansion can be extended to undi-
rected graphs in a natural way and one can deduce a version of Theorem 1.3 for
undirected graphs. In [14] this in turn is used to prove an approximate version of a
conjecture of Nash-Williams on Hamilton decompositions of dense regular graphs.
Random regular graphs of linear degree as well as (n, d, λ)-graphs (for appropriate
values of these parameters) are further examples of robustly expanding graphs. In
combination with a result of Gutin and Yeo [10], Theorem 1.3 can also be used
to solve a problem of Glover and Punnen [9] as well as Alon, Gutin and Krivele-
vich [1] on TSP tour domination (see [13] for details). For this application, it is
crucial that the Hamilton decomposition can be found in polynomial time.
Roughly speaking, the argument leading to Theorem 1.3 uses Theorem 1.1 in the
following way: let G be a robustly expanding digraph. The first step is to remove
a ‘robustly decomposable’ spanning regular digraph H from G to obtain G′. H
will be sparse compared to G and will have the property that it has a Hamilton
decomposition even if we add the edges of a digraph H ′, which is very sparse
compared to H and also regular (on the same vertex set) but otherwise arbitrary.
Now G′ is still a robust outexpander, so one can apply Theorem 1.1 to G′ obtain
an approximate Hamilton decomposition of G′. Let H ′ denote the set of edges
not contained in any of the Hamilton cycles of this approximate decomposition
of G′. Then the fact that H is robustly decomposable implies that H ∪ H ′ has
a Hamilton decomposition. Together with the approximate decomposition of G′,
this yields a Hamilton decomposition of the entire digraph G. Note that the above
approach means that for Theorem 1.3 to be algorithmic, one needs Theorem 1.1
to be algorithmic too.
This paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we give a brief outline
of the argument. We then collect the necessary tools in Section 3 (which is mostly
concerned with Szemere´di’s regularity lemma) and Section 4 (which mainly collects
properties of robust outexpanders). We then prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 5. In
Section 6, we deduce Corollary 1.2 from Theorem 1.1.
2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1
Roughly speaking, the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following.
Suppose that a digraph G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. First remove
the edges of a carefully chosen spanning sparse subdigraph H from G and let G′
consist of the remaining edges of G. Next, find an approximate decomposition of
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G′ into edge-disjoint 1-factors Fi (where a 1-factor is a spanning union of vertex-
disjoint cycles). Finally, the aim is to transform each Fi into a Hamilton cycle by
removing some of its edges and adding some edges of H. One immediate obstacle
to a na¨ıve implementation of this approach is that the Fi might consist of many
cycles, so turning each of them into a Hamilton cycle might require more edges
from H than one can afford. In [7, 16], this was overcome (loosely speaking) by
choosing the 1-factors Fi randomly. It turns out that this has the advantage that
the Fi will have few cycles, i.e. they are already close to being Hamilton cycles.
One disadvantage is that this approach is inherently non-algorithmic (and does
not seem derandomisable).
A second problem is how to make sure that H contains the edges that are
required to transform each Fi into a Hamilton cycle. We overcome this by choosing
H and the 1-factors Fi according to the vertex partition of G obtained from
Szemere´di’s regularity lemma. More precisely, we apply the regularity lemma to
partition G into clusters V1, . . . , VL of vertices such that almost all ordered pairs
of clusters induce a pseudorandom subdigraph of G, together with a small (but
typically troublesome) exceptional set V0. We define the ‘reduced multidigraph’
R(β) whose vertices are the clusters Vj with (multiple) edges from Vj to Vk if the
corresponding subdigraph of G is pseudorandom and dense. Here the number of
edges from Vj to Vk is proportional to the density of G[Vj , Vk]. So each edge of
R(β) corresponds to a bipartite pseudorandom digraph between the corresponding
pair of clusters in G (where all these pseudorandom digraphs have same density
β). R(β) inherits many of the properties of G, in particular it is an almost regular
robust outexpander with large minimum semidegree.
The next step is to use the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem to find a spanning
regular subdigraph of R(β) which contains almost all edges of R(β). We can now
(arbitrarily) partition this regular subdigraph into a collection of edge-disjoint 1-
factors Fi of R(β) (see Section 5.1). Each of the Fi corresponds to a vertex-disjoint
collection of ‘blown-up’ cycles which spans most of V (G). We will denote each of
these collections by Gi and call Gi the ith slice of G. Note that the Gi are all
edge-disjoint.
Roughly speaking, the aim is to add a small number of edges (which do not lie in
any of the other slices) to each Gi to transform Gi into a regular digraph which has
an approximate Hamilton decomposition. Together, these approximate Hamilton
decompositions of the slices then yield an approximate Hamilton decomposition
of G. In Section 5.2, we put aside three sparse subdigraphs H0,H1,H2 which we
will use to add the required edges to each Gi. So together, H0, H1 and H2 play
the role of the digraph H mentioned earlier.
So far we have ignored the exceptional vertices, but to obtain a regular spanning
subdigraph we need to incorporate them into each slice Gi. For convenience, we
call any exceptional vertex x ∈ V0 and each edge incident with V0 ‘red’. In
Sections 5.6 and 5.7, we will add red edges to each Gi in such a way that the
resulting slice Gi is almost regular and only a small part of each cluster is incident
to any red edges. Some of these edges come from H1 and the others will be edges
of G which are not contained in any of the Hj or any of the Gi constructed so far.
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Together with these red edges, each Gi is now an almost regular digraph con-
sisting mainly of a union of blown-up cycles. On the other hand, Gi may not even
be connected. But to guarantee many edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles in Gi, we
clearly need to have sufficiently many edge-disjoint paths between these blown-up
cycles. For this, we define an ordering of the cycles D1, . . . ,Dℓ of Fi and specify
‘bridge vertices’ xi,j (one for each successive pair of cycles) so that xi,j has many
inneighbours in Dj and many outneighbours in Dj+1. We find the edges incident
to these xi,j within H0 (see Section 5.5).
We would now like to find a spanning regular subdigraph in each Gi whose
degree is almost as large as that of Gi. Trivially, this regular subdigraph would
then have a decomposition into 1-factors. However, as we have little control over
the red edges added so far, they may prevent us from finding a regular subdigraph
(see Section 5.8 for a discussion and an example). For this reason, we add extra
(red) edges to Gi from H2 to balance out the existing red edges. In this way, we
can ensure that for each cluster V of a blown-up cycle D, the number of edges
leaving V in Gi equals the number of edges entering its successor V
+ on D. This
is achieved in Sections 5.8 and 5.9, by considering an auxiliary reduced digraph
R∗ which also turns out to be a robust outexpander (the latter property is crucial
here).
As indicated above, in Section 5.10, we can now find a spanning κ-regular
subdigraph G∗i of each Gi (for a suitable κ). We now decompose each G
∗
i into
1-factors fi,1, . . . , fi,κ. Our aim is to transform each fi,j into a Hamilton cycle by
adding and removing a few edges. The edges we add will be taken from a very
sparse digraphH3,i which we removed fromGi earlier (soH3,i can also be viewed as
a union of blown-up cycles). The key point of the proof is that we can achieve this
transformation by using a very small number of edges from H3,i for each fi,j. The
reason for this is that we can guarantee that the red edges added in the course of
the proof are ‘localised’ within each Gi, i.e. on each blown-up cycle of each Fi there
are long intervals of clusters which are not incident to any red edges. This means
that for each 1-factor fi,j, its subdigraph induced by any such interval I consists
of long paths. If some of these paths lie on different cycles of fi,j, we can merge
these into a single cycle by adding and removing edges of H3,i which are induced
by just a single pair of consecutive clusters on I. Crucially, this enables us to use
the bipartite subdigraphs of H3,i induced by other pairs of consecutive clusters on
I to transform other 1-factors fi,j′ of the slice Gi. Repeating this process until we
have merged all cycles of fi,j into a single cycle eventually transforms the fi,j into
κ edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles, as required (see Lemma 4.5 and Section 5.11).
An approach based on the regularity lemma was already used in [16]. However,
as mentioned earlier, the argument there relied on a random choice of the 1-
factors, which did not translate into an algorithm. This problem is overcome by
the above ‘localisation’ idea, which automatically produces 1-factors which are
‘well behaved’ with respect to red edges in the sense described above. However,
this ‘localisation property’ is quite difficult to achieve and relies on additional ideas
such as a refinement of the original regularity partition and a special ‘unwinding’
of blown-up cycles (see Section 5.3 and Lemma 4.4).
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3. Notation and the diregularity lemma
3.1. Notation. Throughout we will omit floors and ceilings where the argument
is unaffected. The constants in the hierarchies used to state our results are chosen
from right to left. For example, if we claim that a result holds whenever 0 < 1/n≪
a ≪ b ≪ c ≤ 1 (where n is the order of the graph or digraph), then there are
non-decreasing functions f : (0, 1]→ (0, 1], g : (0, 1]→ (0, 1] and h : (0, 1]→ (0, 1]
such that the result holds for all 0 < a, b, c ≤ 1 and all n ∈ N with b ≤ f(c),
a ≤ g(b) and 1/n ≤ h(a). Hierarchies with more constants are defined in a similar
way. Note that a≪ b implies that we may assume in the proof that e.g. a < b or
a < b2. We write a = b± ε for a ∈ [b− ε, b+ ε].
For an undirected graph G containing a vertex x we write NG(x) for the neigh-
bourhood of x and dG(x) for its degree. For a digraph G we write xy for the
edge directed from x to y and write N+G (x) for the outneighbourhood, the set of
vertices receiving an edge from x, and write d+G(x) := |N+G (x)| for the outdegree
of x. We define the inneighbourhood N−G (x) and indegree d
−
G(x) similarly. For
a collection of vertices U ⊆ V (G) we write d+G(U) for the total number of edges
sent out by the vertices in U . We define d−G(U) analogously. We will omit the G
subscript in the above and in similar situations elsewhere if this is unambiguous.
Denote the minimum outdegree by δ+(G) and the minimum indegree by δ−(G).
Let the minimum semidegree δ0(G) be the minimum of δ+(G) and δ−(G). De-
note the maximum outdegree by ∆+(G) and define ∆−(G) and analogously. Let
∆0(G) denote the maximum of ∆+(G) and ∆−(G). If G is a multidigraph then
neighbourhoods are multisets. For any positive integer r, an r-regular digraph on
n vertices is such that every vertex has exactly r outneighbours and r inneigh-
bours. A 1-factor of a multidigraph G is a 1-regular spanning digraph; that is, a
collection of vertex-disjoint cycles that together contain all the vertices of G.
If G is a multidigraph and U ⊆ V (G), we write G[U ] for the sub-multidigraph
of G induced by U . That is, the digraph with vertex set U and edge set obtained
from E(G) by including only those edges with both endpoints contained in U .
If G[U ] has empty edge set, we say that U is an isolated subset of G. If G is a
digraph and U ⊆ V (G) we write G \ U for the digraph with vertex set V (G) \ U
and edge set obtained from E(G) by deleting all edges incident to a vertex of U .
Given a digraph R and a positive integer r, the r-fold blow-up r ⊗ R of R is
the digraph obtained from R by replacing every vertex x of R by r vertices and
replacing every edge xy of R by the complete bipartite graph Kr,r between the
two sets of r vertices corresponding to x and y such that all the edges of Kr,r are
oriented towards the r vertices corresponding to y. We say that any edge in this
Kr,r is contained in the blow-up of xy. Now consider the case when V1, . . . , Vk
is a partition of some set V of vertices and R is a digraph whose vertices are
V1, . . . , Vk. If R is a directed cycle, say R = C = V1 . . . Vk, and G is a digraph
with V (G) ⊆ V = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vk, we say that (the edges of) G wind(s) around C
if, for every edge xy of G, there exists an index j such that x ∈ Vj and y ∈ Vj+1.
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3.2. A Chernoff bound and its derandomisation. In the proof of Claims 5.3
and 5.4, we will use the following standard Chernoff type bound (see e.g. Corollary
2.3 in [12] and Theorem 2.2 in [19]).
Proposition 3.1. Suppose X has binomial distribution and 0 < a < 1. Then
P(X ≥ (1 + a)EX) ≤ e− a
2
3
EX and P(X ≤ (1− a)EX) ≤ e− a
2
3
EX .
To obtain an algorithmic version of Theorem 1.1, we need to ‘derandomise’ our
applications of Proposition 3.1. This can be done via the well known ‘method of
conditional probabilities.’ The following result of Srivastav and Stangier (Theo-
rem 2.10 in [19]) provides a convenient way to apply this method. It implies that
any construction based on a polynomial number of applications of Proposition 3.1
can be derandomised to provide a polynomial time algorithm.
Suppose we are given N independent 0/1 random variables X1, . . . ,XN where
P(Xj = 1) = p and P(Xj = 0) = 1− p for some rational 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Suppose that
1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let wij ∈ {0, 1}. Denote by φi the random variables φi :=
∑N
j=1wijXj .
Fix βi with 0 < βi < 1. Now let E
+
i denote the event that φi ≥ (1 + βi)E[φi] and
let E−i denote the event that φi ≤ (1− βi)E[φi]. Let Ei be either E+i or E−i .
Theorem 3.2. [19] Let E1, . . . , Em be events such that
m∑
i=1
e−β
2
i E(φi)/3 ≤ 1/2.
Then
P
(
m⋂
i=1
Ei
)
≥ 1/2
and a vector x ∈ ⋂mi=1Ei can be constructed in time O(mN2 log(mN)).
In general, it will usually be clear that the proofs can be translated into poly-
nomial time algorithms. We do not prove an explicit bound on the time needed
to find the set of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles guaranteed by Theorem 1.1, apart
from the fact that the time is polynomial in n.
3.3. The diregularity lemma. We will use the directed version of Szemere´di’s
regularity lemma. To state it we need some definitions. We write dG(A,B) for
the density eG(A,B)|A||B| of an undirected bipartite graph G with vertex classes A and
B. Given ε > 0 we say that G is ε-regular if every X ⊆ A and Y ⊆ B with
|X| ≥ ε|A| and |Y | ≥ ε|B| satisfy |d(A,B) − d(X,Y )| ≤ ε. Given ε, d ∈ (0, 1) we
say that G is (ε, d)-regular if G is ε-regular and dG(A,B) = d± ε. We say that G
is (ε, d)-superregular if both of the following hold:
• G is (ε, d)-regular;
• d(a) = (d± ε)|B|, d(b) = (d± ε)|A| for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B.
Given disjoint vertex sets A and B in a digraph G, write (A,B)G for the oriented
bipartite subgraph of G whose vertex classes are A and B and whose edges are all
those from A to B in G. We say that (A,B)G has any of the regularity properties
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above if the requirements hold for the underlying undirected bipartite graph of
(A,B)G.
The diregularity lemma is a variant of the regularity lemma for digraphs due to
Alon and Shapira [2]. We will use the degree form which can be derived from the
standard version in the same manner as the undirected degree form. The proof of
the diregularity lemma itself is similar to the undirected version.
Lemma 3.3. (Degree form of the diregularity lemma) For every ε ∈ (0, 1) and
every integer M ′ there are integers M and n0 such that if G is a digraph on n ≥ n0
vertices and d ∈ [0, 1] is any real number, then there is a partition of the vertex
set of G into V0, . . . , VL and a spanning subdigraph G
′ of G such that the following
holds:
• M ′ ≤ L ≤M ;
• |V0| ≤ εn;
• |V1| = . . . = |VL| =: m;
• d+G′(x) > d+G(x) − (d + ε)n and d−G′(x) > d−G(x) − (d + ε)n for all vertices
x ∈ V (G);
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ L the digraph G′[Vi] is empty;
• For all 1 ≤ j ≤ L with i 6= j the pair (Vi, Vj)G′ is ε-regular and has density
either 0 or at least d.
We call V1, . . . , VL clusters, V0 the exceptional set and the vertices in V0 ex-
ceptional vertices. We refer to G′ as the pure digraph. The last condition of the
lemma says that all pairs of clusters are ε-regular in both directions (but possibly
with different densities). The reduced digraph R of G with parameters ε, d andM ′
is the digraph whose vertices are V1, . . . , VL and in which ViVj is an edge precisely
when (Vi, Vj)G′ is ε-regular and has density at least d. For each edge ViVj of G
we write dij for the density of (Vi, Vj)G′ . Suppose 0 < 1/M
′ ≪ ε ≪ β ≪ d ≪ 1.
The reduced multidigraph R(β) of G with parameters ε, β, d,M ′ is obtained from
R by setting V (R(β)) := V (R) and adding ⌊dij/β⌋ directed edges from Vi to Vj
whenever ViVj ∈ E(R). These digraphs inherit some of the key properties of G,
as the next few results show (which are variants of well known observations, see
e.g. Lemma 11 in [16] for the next result).
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 < 1/n0 ≪ 1/M ′ ≪ ε ≪ β ≪ d ≤ d′ ≪ c1 ≤ c2 < 1 and
let G be a digraph of order n ≥ n0 with δ0(G) ≥ c1n and ∆0(G) ≤ c2n. Apply
Lemma 3.3 with parameters ε, d and M ′ to obtain a pure digraph G′ and a reduced
digraph R of G and let R′ denote the subdigraph of R whose edges correspond
to pairs of density at least d′. Let R(β) denote the reduced multidigraph of G
with parameters ε, β, d and M ′ and let R′(β) be the multidigraph obtained from
R(β) by including only those edges which also correspond to an edge of R′. Let
L := |R| = |R(β)|. Then
(i) δ0(R′) ≥ (c1 − 3d′)L.
(ii) δ0(R′(β)) ≥ (c1 − 4d′)L
β
and ∆0(R′(β)) ≤ (c2 + 2ε)L
β
.
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Proof. To prove (i), we consider the weighted digraph R′w obtained from R′ by
giving each edge ViVj of R
′ weight dij . Given a cluster Vi, we write w+(Vi) for the
sum of the weights of all edges sent out by Vi inR
′
w. We define w
−(Vi) similarly and
write w0(R′w) for the minimum of min{w+(Vi), w−(Vi)} over all clusters Vi. Note
that δ0(R′) ≥ w0(R′w). Moreover, Lemma 3.3 implies that d±G′\V0(x) > (c1 − 2d)n
for all x ∈ V (G′ \ V0). Thus each Vi ∈ V (R′) satisfies
(c1 − 2d)nm ≤ eG′(Vi, V (G′) \ V0) ≤ m2w+(Vi) + (d′m2)L
and so w+(Vi) ≥ (c1 − 2d − d′)L ≥ (c1 − 3d′)L. Arguing in the same way for
inweights gives us δ0(R′) ≥ w0(R′w) ≥ (c1 − 3d′)L. We can deduce the first part
of (ii) by noting that
d+R′(β)(Vi) =
∑
Vj∈N+R′(Vi)
⌊dij/β⌋ ≥ w+(Vi)/β − L > (c1 − 4d′)L
β
.
Similar arguments can be used to show the remaining bounds. 
Lemma 3.5. Let M ′, n0 be positive integers and let ε, d, ν, τ be positive constants
such that 1/n0 ≪ 1/M ′ ≪ ε ≪ d ≤ d′ ≤ ν ≤ τ < 1 and d′ ≤ ν/20. Let G be a
digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices such that G is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander. Let R be
the reduced digraph of G with parameters ε, d and M ′ with clusters of size m and
let R′ be the subdigraph of R whose edges correspond to pairs of density at least
d′. Then R′ is a robust (ν/4, 3τ)-outexpander.
Proof. Let G′ denote the pure digraph, L := |V (R)|, and V1, . . . , VL be the clusters
of G, and V0 the exceptional set. Let m := |V1| = . . . = |VL|. Suppose S ⊆ V (R′)
has 3τL ≤ |S| ≤ (1 − 3τ)L. Let SG denote the union of all vertices in clusters
in S. So SG ⊆ V (G) and 2τn ≤ |SG| ≤ (1 − 2τ)n. For every x ∈ RN+ν,G(SG) we
have that |N−G′(x) ∩ SG| ≥ |N−G (x) ∩ SG| − (d+ ε)n ≥ (ν − d− ε)n ≥ νn/2. This
implies that
|RN+ν/2,G′(SG)| ≥ |RN+ν,G(SG)| ≥ |SG|+ νn ≥ |S|m+ νLm
and every vertex x ∈ RN+ν/2,G′(SG) has at least νn/2 inneighbours in SG. Suppose,
for a contradiction, that |RN+ν/4,R′(S)| < |S| + νL/4. Let RN ′ denote the union
of all vertices in clusters in RN+ν/4,R′(S) and let T := RN
+
ν/2,G′(SG) \ RN ′; then
|T | ≥ νn/4.
Note that by definition, for all V outside RN+ν/4,R′(S), there exists a collection
V of at least |S| − νL/4 clusters U ∈ S so that there is no edge from U to V in
R′. So by assumption such a V exists for any V which has non-empty intersection
with T .
We say that a vertex x ∈ V is bad if it has indegree at least 2d′m in at least√
εL of the clusters in V. The final property of Lemma 3.3 implies that there are
at most εm vertices in V that have indegree at least 2d′m in some fixed cluster
of V. So by double counting the number of such vertex-cluster pairs, we see that
any cluster contains at most
√
εm bad vertices.
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Say that a cluster V is significant if |V ∩ T | ≥ ε1/3m. Then there are at least
νL/5 significant clusters and we write V ′ := V ∩ T . Consider any x ∈ V ′, where
V is significant. We say that a cluster U in S is rich for x if x has at least νm/10
inneighbours in U . Since x has at least νn/2 inneighbours in SG, there are at
least νL/3 clusters in S which are rich for x. So there are at least νL/12 ≥ √εL
clusters in V which are rich for x. Since d′ ≤ ν/20, this means that every x in V ′
is bad. Thus V contains at least ε1/3m bad vertices, a contradiction. 
The following simple observation is well known, the version given here is proved
as Proposition 4.3(i) and (iii) in [13].
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that 0 < 1/m≪ ε ≤ d′ ≤ d≪ 1. Let G be a bipartite
graph with vertex classes A and B of size m. Suppose that G′ is obtained from G
by removing at most d′m vertices from each vertex class and at most d′m edges
incident to each vertex from G.
(i) If G is (ε, d)-regular then G′ is (2
√
d′, d)-regular.
(ii) If G is (ε, d)-superregular then G′ is (2
√
d′, d)-superregular.
The next result shows that we can partition an ε-(super)regular pair into edge-
disjoint ε′-(super)regular spanning subgraphs. The proof is almost identical to
that of Lemma 4.10(iii) and (iv) in [13] (which covers the case K = 2) so we omit
it here.
Lemma 3.7. Let K be an integer and let 0 < 1/m ≪ ε ≪ γ1, . . . , γK ≪ 1 such
that γ1 + . . .+ γK ≤ d ≤ 1.
(i) If G is an (ε, d)-regular bipartite graph with vertex classes X,Y of size m,
then it contains K edge-disjoint spanning subgraphs J1, . . . , JK such that
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ K we have that Jk is (ε1/12, γk)-regular. Moreover, if
x ∈ X satisfies dG(x) = (d ± ε)m, then dJk(x) = (γk ± ε1/12)m for each
1 ≤ k ≤ K.
(ii) If G is an (ε, d)-superregular bipartite graph with vertex classes of size m,
then it contains K edge-disjoint spanning subgraphs J1, . . . , JK such that
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ K we have that Jk is (ε1/12, γk)-superregular.
Moreover, the spanning subgraphs can be found in time polynomial in m.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 begins by decomposing our digraph into ‘blown-up’
1-factors and we will need the following well known and easy fact that allows us
to extract almost spanning blown-up 1-factors in which pairs are superregular.
Lemma 3.8. Let 0 < ε ≤ γ ≤ 1 ≤ m and let D be a digraph with vertex clusters
V1, . . . , Vk each of size m such that (Vj , Vj+1)D is (ε, γ)-regular for 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
where Vk+1 := V1. Then there exists a subdigraph D
′ of D with vertex clusters
V ′1 , . . . , V
′
k where V
′
j ⊆ Vj , |V ′j | = (1−2ε)m and (V ′j , V ′j+1)D′ is (4ε, γ)-superregular
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where V ′k+1 := V ′1.
Proof. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, each Vi contains at most 2εm vertices whose outdegree
or indegree in D is either at most (γ−2ε)m or at least (γ+2ε)m. Deleting exactly
2εm vertices including these from each cluster gives us D′. 
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We will use the following crude version of the fact that every ε-regular pair
contains a subgraph of given maximum degree ∆ whose average degree is close to
∆, which is Lemma 13 in [16].
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that 0 < 1/m≪ ε′, ε≪ d0 ≤ d1 ≪ 1 and that (A,B) is an
(ε, d1)-regular pair with m vertices in each class. Then (A,B) contains a subgraph
H whose maximum degree is at most d0m and whose average degree is at least
d0m/8.
The proof proceeds by greedily removing matchings and so H can be found in
polynomial time. Part (ii) of the following observation is proved as Lemma 5.3
in [13]; (i) is immediate from the definition.
Lemma 3.10. Let r ≥ 3 and let G be a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander with 0 < 3ν ≤
τ < 1. Let G′ be the r-fold blow-up of G. Then
(i) δ0(G′) = rδ0(G).
(ii) G′ is a robust (ν3, 2τ)-outexpander.
3.4. Uniform refinements. We will also need to partition each vertex cluster
into equal parts in such a way that the in- and outneighbourhood of each vertex
restricted to each part is roughly the size we expect it to be. This is very similar to
Lemma 4.7 in [13]. To state the result, we need the following definitions. Let G be
a digraph and let P be a partition of V (G) into an exceptional set V0 and clusters
of equal size. Suppose that P ′ is another partition of V (G) into an exceptional set
V ′0 and clusters of equal size. We say that P ′ is an ℓ-refinement of P if V0 = V ′0 and
if the clusters in P ′ are obtained by partitioning each cluster in P into ℓ subclusters
of equal size. (So if P contains k clusters then P ′ contains kℓ clusters.) P ′ is an
ε-uniform ℓ-refinement of P with respect to G if it is an ℓ-refinement of P which
satisfies the following condition:
(URef) Whenever x is a vertex of G, V is a cluster in P and |N+G (x) ∩ V | ≥ ε|V |
then |N+G (x) ∩ V ′| = (1 ± ε)|N+G (x) ∩ V |/ℓ for each cluster V ′ ∈ P ′ with
V ′ ⊆ V . The inneighbourhoods of the vertices of G satisfy an analogous
condition.
Let G be a collection of digraphs on the same vertex set. If P is a refinement with
respect to G for all G ∈ G then we say that it is a refinement with respect to G.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that 0 < 1/m≪ 1/k, ε≪ ε′, d, 1/ℓ, 1/t ≤ 1 and m/ℓ ∈ N.
Suppose that G is a collection of t digraphs on the same set V ∗ of n ≤ 2km vertices
and that P is a partition of V ∗ into an exceptional set V0 and k clusters of size m.
Then there exists an ε-uniform ℓ-refinement of P with respect to G. Moreover, any
ε-uniform ℓ-refinement P ′ of P automatically satisfies the following conditions for
all G ∈ G:
(i) Suppose that V , W are clusters in P and V ′,W ′ are clusters in P ′ with
V ′ ⊆ V and W ′ ⊆ W . If G[V,W ] is (ε, d)-superregular then G[V ′,W ′] is
(ε′, d)-superregular.
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(ii) Suppose that V , W are clusters in P and V ′,W ′ are clusters in P ′ with
V ′ ⊆ V and W ′ ⊆W . If G[V,W ] is (ε, d)-regular then G[V ′,W ′] is (ε′, d)-
regular.
The proof proceeds by considering a random partition of V ∗ (which can be
derandomised by Theorem 3.2). We omit the proof as it is almost the same as
Lemma 4.7 in [13].
Let ε > 0 and let P be a partition of V (G) into an exceptional set V0 and
clusters of size m. Let P ′ be another partition of V (G) into an exceptional set V ′0
and clusters of size m′ where m ≥ m′ and |m −m′| ≤ 2εm′. We say that P and
P ′ are ε-close if |V0 ∩ V ′0 | ≥ (1 − ε)|V ′0 | and if for each cluster U in P ′ there is a
cluster V in P such that |U ∩V | ≥ (1−ε)m′. In this case we say that U and V are
associated. Note that V is unique when ε < 1/2. Suppose that R is a multidigraph
whose vertices are the clusters of P. Let R′ be the multidigraph obtained from R
by relabelling V by V ′ for each V ∈ P associated with V ′ ∈ P ′. So R′ has vertex
set consisting precisely of the clusters of P ′. Moreover, for each edge E from U to
V in R, there is a unique edge E′ from U ′ to V ′ in R′ which is associated with E.
The following lemma states that refinements of ε-close partitions are still ε′-close
with a slightly bigger parameter ε′.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that 0 < 1/m ≪ 1/k, ε1, ε2 ≪ ε′, d, 1/ℓ ≤ 1 and that
m/ℓ ∈ N. Suppose that G is a digraph on n ≤ 2km vertices and that P is a
partition of V (G) into an exceptional set V0 and k clusters of size m. Let P ′ be
an ε1-uniform ℓ-refinement of P. Suppose that R is another partition of V (G)
into an exceptional set V ′0 and clusters of size m
′ that is ε2-close to P. Then, in
time polynomial in m, one can find an ε′-uniform ℓ-refinement R′ of R which is
ε′-close to P ′.
Proof. Let U be a cluster of P and let V be the cluster of R associated with U .
Then, for each U ′ in P ′ such that U ′ ⊆ U we have that |U ′ ∩ V | ≥ m′/ℓ − ε2m′,
so we can pick a subset V ′ of U ′ ∩ V of size exactly (1− ε2ℓ)m′/ℓ. There are now
exactly ε2ℓm
′ vertices of V which do not lie in any subcluster V ′. Distribute these
among the V ′ so that every subcluster has equal size m′/ℓ. Together with V ′0 ,
these subclusters form the partition R′. Clearly U ′ and V ′ are associated clusters
of P ′ and R′ respectively and |U ′ ∩ V ′| ≥ (1 − ε′)m′/ℓ. It is easy to see that R′
has the required properties. 
Observe that if ε1 ≤ ε2 then any ε1-uniform refinement is also an ε2-uniform
refinement, and two ε1-close partitions are also ε2-close.
Let P2 denote the partition obtained by taking an ε-uniform ℓ1-refinement P1
of a partition P and then taking an ε-uniform ℓ2-refinement of P1. Then P2 is
a 3ε-uniform ℓ2ℓ1-refinement of P. Indeed, whenever x is a vertex of G, V is a
cluster in P and |N+G (x) ∩ V | ≥ ε|V |, then for each cluster V ′ ∈ P2 with V ′ ⊆ V ,
we have
(1) |N+G (x) ∩ V ′| = (1± ε)2|N+G (x) ∩ V |/ℓ2ℓ1 = (1± 3ε)|N+G (x) ∩ V |/ℓ2ℓ1,
and similarly for the inneighbourhoods.
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4. Tools for finding subgraphs, 1-factors and Hamilton cycles
4.1. Almost regular spanning subgraphs. The following result (which is proved
as Lemma 5.2 in [13]) shows that in a robust outexpander, we can guarantee a
spanning subdigraph with a given degree sequence (as long as the required degrees
are not too large and do not deviate too much from each other). If x is a vertex
of a multidigraph Q, we write d+Q(x) for the number of edges in Q whose initial
vertex is x and d−Q(x) for the number of edges in Q whose final vertex is x.
Lemma 4.1. Let q ∈ N. Suppose that 0 < 1/n ≪ ε ≪ ν ≤ τ ≪ α < 1 and
that 1/n ≪ ρ ≤ qν2/3. Let G be a digraph on n vertices with δ0(G) ≥ αn which
is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander. Suppose that Q is a multidigraph on V (G) such
that whenever xy ∈ E(G) then Q contains at least q edges from x to y. For every
vertex x of G, let n+x , n
−
x ∈ N be such that (1−ε)ρn ≤ n+x , n−x ≤ (1+ε)ρn and such
that
∑
x∈V (G) n
+
x =
∑
x∈V (G) n
−
x . Then Q contains a spanning submultidigraph Q
′
such that d+Q′(x) = n
+
x and d
−
Q′(x) = n
−
x for every x ∈ V (G) = V (Q).
The next result (Lemma 16 in [16]) is an analogue of the previous one where
we consider superregular pairs instead of robust outexpanders. In both cases, the
proof is algorithmic (as it is based on the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem).
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 < 1/n ≪ ε ≪ β ≪ α′ ≪ α ≪ 1. Suppose that G = (A,B) is
an (ε, β+ε)-superregular pair where |A| = |B| = n. Define κ := (1−α)βn. Suppose
we have a non-negative integer m+a ≤ α′βn associated with each a ∈ A and a non-
negative integer m−b ≤ α′βn associated with each b ∈ B such that
∑
a∈Am
+
a =∑
b∈Bm
−
b . Then G contains a spanning subgraph H in which dH(a) = n
+
a :=
κ−m+a for any a ∈ A and dH(b) = n−b := κ−m−b for any b ∈ B.
4.2. Decomposing regular digraphs into 1-factors. Petersen proved that ev-
ery regular undirected graph can be decomposed into 1-factors. The correspond-
ing result for directed graphs is well known; for completeness we include the proof
(which is algorithmic as perfect matchings can be found in polynomial time).
Proposition 4.3. Any r-regular multidigraph G contains r edge-disjoint 1-factors.
Proof. Define an undirected bipartite graph J with two vertex classes A and B,
each of which is a copy of V (G), with an edge from a ∈ A to b ∈ B for each edge
from a to b in G. J is r-regular so, by Hall’s Theorem [11], contains a perfect
matching M1. Then J \M1 is (r − 1)-regular so contains a perfect matching M2.
Repeating this procedure we can decompose J into r perfect matchings, each of
which corresponds to a 1-factor in G. 
4.3. Unwinding cycles. At two points in the proof, we will partition a blown-
up cycle into several longer, thinner blown-up cycles on subclusters of the original
clusters. The following section describes how this process is implemented and
describes a special approximate decomposition to be used in Section 5.3.
Suppose that D = p ⊗ Cn is a p-fold blow-up of a cycle Cn of length n.
Let X1, . . . ,Xn be the vertex classes of D. We call any edge-disjoint collection
13
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x11x
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1
x12
x72
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x710
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P5,1
x11x
5
1
x110
Figure 1. Illustrating Lemma 4.4(i) with n = 10, p = 7, d = 2
and Lemma 4.4(ii) with n = 10, p = 5, d = 1.
C1, . . . , Cp
′
of p′ Hamilton cycles of D a p′-unwinding of D. The following lemma
guarantees a (p − 1)-unwinding in which, for each Cd and each i, the ith vertices
of two distinct classes Xj and Xj′ have distance at least p on C
d.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that p > 2 is a prime, suppose n ∈ N and let D = p ⊗ Cn
be a p-fold blow-up of a cycle Cn of length n. Denote the vertex classes of D by
X1, . . . ,Xn where, for all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have Xj = {x1j , . . . , xpj}. Then D
contains a (p− 1)-unwinding C1, . . . , Cp−1 such that for every 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1 and
every 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
(i) if p is coprime to n, then the vertices xi1, . . . , x
i
n have pairwise distance at
least p on Cd;
(ii) if p is not coprime to n, then the vertices xi1, . . . , x
i
n−2 have pairwise dis-
tance at least p on Cd.
Proof. We first prove (i). Let {a} denote the residue of a modulo p and [b] the
residue of b modulo n where we adopt the convention that {ℓp} := p and [ℓn] := n
for any ℓ ∈ N. For 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1 define the modular arithmetic progression
P (d) := ({1}, {1 + d}, . . . , {1 + (np− 1)d})
in Zp. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ np and 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1, define the edge
edk := x
P (d)k
[k] x
P (d)k+1
[k+1] ,
where P (d)k denotes the kth term of P (d) and P (d)np+1 := P (d)1. We define C
d
to be the digraph with vertex set V (D) and edges ed1, . . . , e
d
np (see Figure 1). Note
that Cd is clearly a closed walk in D.
Claim A. For each 1 ≤ d, d′ ≤ p− 1 and 1 ≤ k, k′ ≤ np the following hold:
(a) P (d) is periodic with period p.
(b) Suppose P (d)k = P (d
′)k′ and P (d)k+1 = P (d′)k′+1. Then d = d′.
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We first show that the claim implies (i). First note that (a) and the fact that n
is coprime to p imply that every vertex is visited exactly once in the closed walk
Cd, so Cd must in fact be a Hamilton cycle. Now suppose edk = e
d′
k′ . Then (b)
implies that also d = d′. Thus no two Cd share an edge; thus C1, . . . , Cp−1 is
a collection of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. (a) implies that, on each Cd, the
distance between xiℓ and x
i
ℓ′ is a multiple of p for any 1 ≤ ℓ, ℓ′ ≤ n. Therefore
C1, . . . , Cp−1 have the required property.
To prove (a) of the claim, note that P (d)k = P (d)k′ if and only if 1+kd ≡ 1+k′d
mod p if and only if k ≡ k′ mod p since d is coprime to p. To prove (b), note
that P (d)k = P (d
′)k′ and P (d)k+1 = P (d′)k′+1 imply that
1 + kd ≡ 1 + k′d′ mod p(2)
1 + (k + 1)d ≡ 1 + (k′ + 1)d′ mod p.(3)
Subtracting (2) from (3) gives d ≡ d′ mod p; but 1 ≤ d, d′ ≤ p−1 so d = d′. This
proves the claim and completes the proof of (i).
We now prove (ii). So suppose instead that n and p are not coprime. Then
n′ := n− 2 is coprime to p since p > 2. The idea is to use paths derived from the
cycles defined above for the first n′ clusters and extend them into Hamilton cycles
via the remaining clusters. To this end, form an auxiliary blown-up cycle D˜ from
D by identifying xij with x
i
j′ whenever 1 ≤ i ≤ p and j, j′ ∈ {n − 1, n, 1} and call
this vertex xi1 in D˜. Now remove any resulting loops from D˜. So D˜ = p ⊗ Cn−2.
Next, apply (i) to D˜ to obtain C˜1, . . . , C˜p−1. Now, for each 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1, obtain
E1(C
d) from E(C˜d) by replacing any edge xin−2x
i′
1 by x
i
n−2x
i′
n−1. Note that, in D,
E1(C
1), . . . , E1(C
p−1) is an edge-disjoint collection of p − 1 paths each of length
n′.
Claim B. The collections E1(C
1), . . . , E1(C
p−1) of edges can be extended into
p − 1 edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles C1, . . . , Cp−1 respectively such that Cd is a
subdivision of C˜d for each 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1.
To see how this implies the lemma, note that since Cd is a subdivision of C˜d,
the distance between any two vertices in Cd is at least the distance in C˜d. This
immediately gives the required property.
It remains to prove the claim. For each 1 ≤ d ≤ p − 1 we will need to find a
collection of edge-disjoint paths from xin−1 to x
i
1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p to extend E1(Cd)
to Cd. Moreover, these collections must be pairwise edge-disjoint. By Hall’s
Theorem, we can find p − 1 edge-disjoint perfect matchings M1, . . . ,Mp−1 in the
complete bipartite subgraph (Xn−1,Xn) of D. For each 1 ≤ d ≤ p − 1 and
1 ≤ i ≤ p, define
Pi,d = x
i
n−1x
i′
nx
i
1
whenever xin−1x
i′
n is an edge in Md. Since the Md are edge-disjoint matchings, the
Pi,d are edge-disjoint paths with the required property. Thus, for each 1 ≤ d ≤
p− 1, defining
E(Cd) := E1(C
d) ∪
⋃
1≤i≤p
Pi,d
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gives p− 1 edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles C1, . . . , Cp−1. This proves the claim and
completes the proof of (ii). 
4.4. Merging 1-factors in blown-up cycles. In Section 5.10 we will have found
an approximate decomposition of a robustly expanding digraph into 1-factors. The
following lemma will use the special structure of the 1-factors to merge their cycles
into a single Hamilton cycle. It is a special case of Lemma 6.5 in [13], which in
turn is based on an idea in [6]. As noted in [13], the cycle guaranteed by the
lemma can be found in polynomial time. Roughly speaking, the lemma asserts
that if we have a 1-regular digraph F where most of the edges wind around a
‘blown-up’ cycle C = V1 . . . Vk, then under certain circumstances we can turn F
into a (single) cycle by replacing a few edges of F by edges from a digraph G
whose edges all wind around C.
Lemma 4.5. Let 0 < 1/m ≪ ε ≪ d < 1. Let V1, . . . , Vk be pairwise disjoint
clusters, each of size m and let C = V1 . . . Vk be a directed cycle on these clusters.
Let J ⊆ E(C). Let G be a digraph on V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk such that G[Vi, Vi+1] is (ε, d)-
superregular for every ViVi+1 ∈ J . Suppose that F is a 1-regular digraph with
V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk ⊆ V (F ) such that the following properties hold:
(i) For each edge ViVi+1 ∈ J the digraph F [Vi, Vi+1] is a perfect matching.
(ii) For each cycle D in F there is some edge ViVi+1 ∈ J such that D contains
a vertex in Vi.
(iii) Whenever ViVi+1, VjVj+1 ∈ J are such that J avoids all edges in the seg-
ment Vi+1CVj of C from Vi+1 to Vj, then F contains a path Pij joining
some vertex ui+1 ∈ Vi+1 to some vertex u′j ∈ Vj such that Pij winds
around C.
Then we can obtain a cycle on V (F ) from F by replacing F [Vi, Vi+1] with a suitable
perfect matching in G[Vi, Vi+1] for each edge ViVi+1 ∈ J .
It will also be convenient to use the following result from [15], which guarantees a
Hamilton cycle in a robustly expanding digraph. The proof of Lemma 4.5 actually
consists of repeated applications of Theorem 4.6 to a suitable auxiliary digraph.
The proof of Theorem 4.6 can be made algorithmic but this is not needed here as
we only apply it to a ‘reduced’ digraph, obtained from the regularity lemma.
Theorem 4.6. Let n0 be a positive integer and α, ν, τ be positive constants such
that 1/n0 ≪ ν ≤ τ ≪ α < 1. Let G be a digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices with
δ0(G) ≥ αn which is a robust (ν, τ)-outexpander. Then G contains a Hamilton
cycle.
5. The proof of Theorem 1.1
5.1. Applying the diregularity lemma. We choose τ so that τ ≪ α. Without
loss of generality we may assume that ν ≪ τ as any robust (ν, τ)-outexpander
is also a robust (ν ′, τ)-outexpander for any ν ′ ≤ ν. We may also assume that
0 < η ≪ ν as a collection of (1 − η′)r edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles certainly
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contains a collection of (1 − η)r edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles if η′ ≤ η. Define
further constants satisfying
0 < 1/n0 ≪ 1/M ≪ 1/M ′ ≪ ε˜≪ ε≪ ε′ ≪ ξ ≪ 1/p
≪ β ≪ d≪ 1/s≪ γ ≪ d′ ≪ η ≪ ν ≪ τ ≪ α,(4)
where s ∈ N is even and p is a prime.
Let G be a digraph of order n ≥ n0 such that G is an r-regular robust (ν, τ)-
outexpander with r ≥ αn. Define α˜ by r = α˜n. Apply the diregularity lemma
(Lemma 3.3) to G with parameters ε˜12, d,M ′ to obtain clusters V˜1, . . . , V˜L˜ of size
m˜, an exceptional set V0, a pure digraph G
′ and a reduced digraph R˜. So |R˜| = L˜
and M ′ ≤ L˜ ≤ M . We denote the above partition of G by P˜ and call the V˜j the
clusters of P˜ , frequently referred to as base primary clusters (to distinguish them
from other types of cluster defined later on). Let R˜′ be the spanning subdigraph
of R˜ whose edges correspond to pairs of density at least d′. So V˜iV˜j is an edge of
R˜′ if (V˜i, V˜j)G′ has density at least d′.
When E˜ is an edge of R˜ from V˜i to V˜j we write G
′(E˜) for the subdigraph
(V˜i, V˜j)G′ and dij for the density of this pair. Then by Lemma 3.3, G
′(E˜) is
(ε˜12, dij)-regular. Let R˜(β) denote the reduced multidigraph of G (obtained from
R˜) with parameters ε˜12, β, d and M ′. Let R˜′(β) be the multidigraph obtained
from R˜(β) by including only those edges which also correspond to an edge of R˜′.
Roughly speaking, our aim is to find an approximate decomposition of R˜(β) into
edge-disjoint 1-factors F˜ , and then find an approximate Hamilton decomposition
of a subdigraph of G consisting mainly of edges that correspond to a pair in F˜ .
For each edge E˜ of R˜, apply Lemma 3.7(i) to G′(E˜) with parameters K :=
⌊dij/β⌋ and γk := β for each 1 ≤ k ≤ K to obtain K edge-disjoint (ε˜, β)-regular
subdigraphs. We associate each of these with a unique edge E from V˜i to V˜j of
R˜(β) and call the corresponding digraph G′(E).
Let A be a cluster of R˜ and let E(A) denote the set of edges incident to A in
R˜(β). For an edge E in E(A) and x ∈ A, we say that the pair (x,E) is good if
• A is the initial cluster of E and d+G′(E)(x) = (β ± 2ε˜)m˜; or
• A is the final cluster of E and d−G′(E)(x) = (β ± 2ε˜)m˜
and say it is bad otherwise (recall that m˜ is the cluster size). We say that x is
good if x forms a bad pair with at most ξ|E(A)| edges in E(A). Note that for a
fixed edge E in E(A), at most ε˜m˜ vertices x ∈ A are bad. So by double counting
the number of bad pairs, it is easy to see that the number of bad vertices in A is
at most ε˜m˜/ξ.
We remove every bad vertex from its cluster as well as possibly some more
arbitrary vertices so that exactly ε˜m˜/ξ vertices have been removed from each
cluster. We then remove at most 2sp further vertices from each cluster in order to
guarantee that the cluster size is divisible by 2sp. We still denote the cluster size
by m˜ and still call the clusters base primary. Each vertex removed here is added
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to the exceptional set V0, which we now call the core exceptional set. So
(5) |V0| ≤ (ε˜12 + ε˜/ξ)n + 2spL˜
(4)
≤
√
ε˜n/2.
We still denote the partition of V (G) into V0 and these clusters by P˜ . Note that for
each edge E of R˜(β), the digraphG′(E) is still (
√
ε˜, β)-regular by Proposition 3.6(i)
(at most ε˜m˜/4 vertices were removed from each cluster). Lemma 3.4 implies that
δ0(R˜′) ≥ (α˜− 3d′)L˜ and δ0(R˜′(β)) ≥ (α˜− 4d′) L˜
β
,
δ0(R˜(β)) ≥ (α˜− 4d) L˜
β
and ∆0(R˜(β)) ≤ (α˜+ 2ε˜12) L˜
β
.(6)
By Lemma 3.5, R˜′ is a robust (ν/4, 3τ)-outexpander. Note that it is a subdigraph
of R˜′(β) ⊆ R˜(β) and that all of its edges have multiplicity at least q := d′/β in
R˜′(β). Let
(7) r˜ := (α˜− γ)L˜/β.
Let n±U := d
±
R˜(β)
(U)− r˜ and let ρ := γ/β, so ρ ≤ qν2/3. Note that
(1− 4d
γ
)ρL˜ = (γ − 4d) L˜
β
≤ n±U ≤ (γ + 2ε˜12)
L˜
β
= (1 +
2ε˜12
γ
)ρL˜.
So we can apply Lemma 4.1 to (G,Q) := (R˜′, R˜′(β)) to obtain a sub-multidigraph
W of R˜′(β) (and hence of R˜(β)) such that the in- and outdegrees of each cluster
U are exactly n±U . So R˜(β) \W is a spanning r˜-regular sub-multidigraph of R˜(β).
Apply Proposition 4.3 to decompose R˜(β) \W into r˜ 1-factors F˜1, . . . , F˜r˜ of R˜(β).
So each F˜t corresponds to a collection of blown-up cycles spanning V (G) \ V0.
Note that this step would not work if we only considered R˜ and R˜(β) and tried
to apply Lemma 4.1 to find W in R˜(β) directly.
5.2. Thin auxiliary digraphs H. We now define edge-disjoint subdigraphsH+0 ,
H−0 , H
+
1 , H
−
1 andH2 ofG, which are sparse ‘shadows’ of the reduced multidigraph.
They act as reservoirs of well-distributed edges which will be used at various stages
in the proof. The role of H±0 is to connect blown-up cycles (in Section 5.5) to
ensure that our final merging procedure does indeed yield Hamilton cycles. In
Section 5.6 edges will be taken from H±1 to connect the vertices in the special
exceptional sets V0,i (defined later) to the non-exceptional vertices in each slice Gi
(defined in Section 5.3). H2 will be used to construct ‘balancing edges’ which will
be introduced in Section 5.8. We choose these subdigraphs already at this point
because if we remove them later then this might destroy the superregularity of the
pairs in the Gi.
We obtain H+0 ,H
−
0 ,H
+
1 ,H
−
1 ,H2 as follows. Each has vertex set V (G) and
initially contains no edges. Then, for each edge E of R˜(β), G′(E) is a (
√
ε˜, β)-
regular pair and we can apply Lemma 3.7(i) to G′(E) with γ1 := β1 where
(8) β1 := (1− 5γ)β
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and γ2 := . . . = γ6 := γβ, to obtain six edge-disjoint pairs J1, . . . , J6, where Jk
is (ε˜1/24, γk)-regular, and we call these digraphs G
∗(E), H+0 (E), H
−
0 (E), H
+
1 (E),
H−1 (E) and H2(E) respectively. We denote the union of H(E) over all edges E of
R˜(β) by H. We will only use the weaker bounds that the ‘remaining’ subdigraph
G∗(E) of G′(E) is (ε/8, β1)-regular and for each H = H+0 ,H
−
0 ,H
+
1 ,H
−
1 ,H2 we
have that H(E) is (ε, γβ)-regular. Moreover, Lemma 3.7(i) implies that if E is an
edge from A to B and if x ∈ A and y ∈ B are good for E, then
(9) d+H(E)(x), d
−
H(E)(y) = (γβ ± 2ε)m˜.
Note also that V0 is isolated in each H. We now derive some further properties of
these digraphs which we will need later. Firstly, we have the following property
for H+0 and H
−
0 :
(H0) Suppose that A˜B˜ is an edge of R˜. Then for at least (1 − ε′)|A˜| of the
vertices x ∈ A˜ and (1− ε′)|B˜| of the vertices y ∈ B˜ we have
|N+
H+
0
(x) ∩ B˜| ≥ γdm˜/2 and |N−
H−
0
(y) ∩ A˜| ≥ γdm˜/2.
To see this, note first that every edge E of R˜ has multiplicity at least d/β in R˜(β).
Let E1, . . . , Eℓ be the edges of R˜(β) corresponding to E. So d/β ≤ ℓ ≤ 1/β.
Recall that H+0 (Ei) is (ε, γβ)-regular. Let A
′ be the set of all vertices x ∈ A˜ such
that x has outdegree at least (γβ − 2ε)m˜ in each of H+0 (E1), . . . ,H+0 (Eℓ). Then
|A′| ≥ (1− ℓε)m˜ ≥ (1− ε′)m˜. Moreover, for all x ∈ A′, we have
|N+
H+
0
(x) ∩ B˜| ≥ ℓ(γβ − 2ε)m˜ ≥ d
β
γβ
2
m˜ ≥ γdm˜
2
.
The proof of the second inequality is similar.
We also have the following property of H+1 and H
−
1 :
(H1) For all x ∈ V (G) \ V0, we have γα˜n/3 ≤ d±H+
1
(x), d±
H−
1
(x) ≤ 2γα˜n.
(H1) follows from the fact that V0 contains all the bad vertices (in the sense of
Section 5.1). Indeed, since any vertex x ∈ V (G) \ V0 is good we have
d+
H+
1
(x)
(9)
≥ δ+(R˜(β))(1 − ξ)(γβ − 2ε)m˜
(6)
≥ α˜L˜
2β
γβm˜ ≥ γα˜n/3.
The other bounds in (H1) follow similarly.
5.3. Unwinding cycles. For each 1 ≤ t ≤ r˜ we now apply Lemma 3.8 to each
cycle in F˜t to remove vertices from each cluster, so that they now have size exactly
(1−ε/4)m˜ and such that each edge E of F˜t corresponds to an (ε/2, β1)-superregular
pair G∗(E). By removing at most 2sp further vertices from each cluster we obtain
clusters of size m such that 2sp | m. We call these adapted primary clusters or
adapted primary (t)-clusters if we wish to emphasise the dependence on t, and
say that each such cluster is associated with the base primary cluster from which
it was formed. Since 2sp ≤ εm˜/4 it is easy to see that now each edge E of F˜t
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corresponds to an (ε, β1)-superregular pair G
∗(E). Note that
(10)
1
m
≤ 2L˜
n
≤ 2M
n0
≪ 1
L˜
and (1− ε)n
(5)
≤ mL˜ ≤ m˜L˜ ≤ n.
Let V˜ spec0,t denote the set of all those vertices in G which were removed from the
clusters in this step. We call them the special exceptional vertices (for the original
slice t). So |V˜ spec0,t | ≤ εn/4 + 2spL˜ ≤ εn/2. Let V˜0,t = V0 ∪ V˜ spec0,t . Then
(11) |V˜0,t|
(5)
≤ 2εn
3
.
We denote the collection of the adapted primary (t)-clusters together with the
exceptional set V˜0,t by P(t). Note that P(t) and P˜ are 2ε/3-close for every 1 ≤
t ≤ r˜ (recall that this notion was defined before Lemma 3.12).
For each cycle C in a given 1-factorisation, we would like to ensure that the
outneighbourhood of an exceptional vertex is well-distributed on each cycle, in the
sense that each cluster V of C contains only a small fraction of the neighbours
of any exceptional vertex. Currently, we cannot guarantee this. But we will be
able to achieve this property by considering a refinement of the partition P(t) for
each t. As associated clusters in each P(t) only differ slightly from one another,
we can find this refinement in such a way that the subclusters are also similar by
ensuring that all such refinements are close to a refinement of P˜ .
Let G = {G,H+0 ,H−0 ,H+1 ,H−1 ,H2}. We now apply Lemma 3.11 to our base
primary clusters and exceptional set V0 to obtain an ε˜-uniform s-refinement P ′s of
P˜ with respect to G, and we call the resulting subclusters base s-clusters. So we
have Ls := sL˜ base s-clusters. Apply Lemma 3.11 to P ′s to obtain an ε˜-uniform
p-refinement P ′p of P ′s with respect to G. Let
(12) Lp := pLs = spL˜.
We call the Lp subclusters obtained from an s-cluster base p-clusters. By the
remark before (1), P ′p is also a 3ε˜-uniform sp-refinement of P˜ . Finally apply
Lemma 3.11 to P ′p to obtain an ε˜-uniform 2-refinement P ′2p of P ′p with respect to
G. The argument before (1) implies that P ′2p is a 4ε˜-uniform 2p-refinement of P ′s
and a 5ε˜-uniform 2sp-refinement of P˜ . We call the subclusters obtained from an
s-cluster base 2p-clusters.
Define constants εs, εp, ε2p such that ε ≪ εs ≪ εp ≪ ε2p ≪ ε′. Now do the
following for each t with 1 ≤ t ≤ r˜. Apply Lemma 3.12 to P˜ to obtain an εs-
uniform s-refinement Ps(t) of P(t) that is εs-close to P ′s. Next apply Lemma 3.12
to P ′s to obtain an εp-uniform p-refinement Pp(t) of Ps(t) that is εp-close to P ′p. By
the observation at the end of Section 3.4, Pp(t) is also an ε′-uniform sp-refinement
of P(t). Finally apply Lemma 3.11 to P ′p to obtain an ε2p-uniform 2-refinement
P2p(t) of Pp(t) that is ε2p-close to P ′2p. Again, P2p(t) is an ε′-uniform 2p-refinement
of Ps(t) and an ε′-uniform 2sp-refinement of P(t). For j = s, p, 2p we call the
clusters of Pj(t) the (adapted) j-clusters or j-(t)-clusters if we wish to emphasise
the dependence on t. For each such j we have that Pj(t) is an ε′-uniform refinement
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of P(t) that is ε′-close to P ′j , so each adapted j-cluster in Pj(t) is associated with
a unique base j-cluster in P ′j . Write
(13) ms := m/s and mp := m/sp
for the respective sizes of the s- and p-clusters (which are the same for all t though
the clusters themselves are different). Note that
(14) mp ≤ n
Lp
≤ 2mp.
By a slight abuse of notation we can consider R˜ and R˜(β) as digraphs on either
base or adapted (t)-clusters, depending on the context. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ r˜, we now
define corresponding reduced digraphs for the refinements defined above, where,
for convenience, Pj(0) := P ′j.
Let Rs = s ⊗ R˜ be the s-fold blow-up of R˜, where for a vertex W of R˜ (which
is an adapted primary (t)-cluster if t ≥ 1), the corresponding vertices in Rs are
the subclusters of W in Ps(t). Define Rs(β) = s ⊗ R˜(β) analogously. Also let
Rp = p⊗Rs, where for a vertex U of Rs the corresponding vertices in Rp are the
subclusters of U in Pp(t). So the vertices of Rp are precisely the p-clusters and
also Rp = sp ⊗ R˜. Define Rp(β) = p ⊗ Rs(β) = sp ⊗ R˜(β) analogously. Note
that apart from the fact that the clusters which form their vertex sets are slightly
different for different values of t, these digraphs are the same, so there is no need
for any dependence on t in the notation.
Suppose that E˜ is an edge of R˜(β) from U˜ to W˜ and that U is an s-cluster
which is a subcluster of U˜ and W is an s-cluster which a subcluster of W˜ . Note
that there is a unique edge E in Rs(β) from U to W corresponding to E˜. Thus
to each edge E of Rs(β) we can associate the digraph
(15) G∗(E) := G∗(E˜)[U,W ].
We make a similar association for each edge F of Rp(β) by defining G
∗(F ) analo-
gously.
We now use the 1-factors F˜t to define edge-disjoint 1-factors F
′
j in the reduced
digraph Rs(β) and then use the F
′
j to find edge-disjoint 1-factors Fi in Rp(β).
Note that each cycle C of F˜t corresponds to an s-fold blow-up C
′ of C in Rs(β).
So for each cycle C in F˜t we can apply Lemma 4.4 to obtain an (s− 1)-unwinding
C1, . . . , Cs−1 of C ′. Here we do not need the special properties of the (s − 1)-
unwinding which are guaranteed by Lemma 4.4; in fact any unwinding yielding
edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles will do. So F˜t corresponds to a set of (s−1) 1-factors
F ′j (with (t − 1)(s − 1) + 1 ≤ j ≤ t(s − 1)) of Rs(β). We say that such an F ′j
has original factor type t (and that t is the original type of j). Note that for each
cluster W of R˜, there are s clusters of F ′j which are subclusters of W . Moreover,
all of these lie on the same cycle of F ′j . Let
(16) rs := (s− 1)r˜.
Then altogether this gives us a set of rs edge-disjoint 1-factors F
′
1, . . . , F
′
rs of Rs(β).
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Consider any cycle Cℓ of a 1-factor F
′
j obtained from a cycle C of F˜t as above.
Let K be the length of C; so Cℓ has length Ks. We say that an s-cluster lying on
Cℓ is clean for F
′
j if it belongs to the last K clusters of Cℓ (where for each cycle
we pick a consistent ordering of its vertices in advance). Note that K ≥ 2 and so
Cℓ has at least two clean s-clusters. Moreover, for each adapted primary cluster
W , exactly one subcluster of W in Ps(t) is clean for F ′j . Note that for different
1-factors F ′j , the set of clean clusters will usually be different.
It turns out that we actually need a stronger property than the one described
above, namely we need that (⋆) below holds. (This will enable us to ensure that,
in the digraphs Gi that we consider later, only a few clusters will contain vertices
sending or receiving an edge from the exceptional set and these will be sufficiently
far apart.) For this, we use our refinement Pp(t) of each s-cluster into p subclusters
and unwind the cycles in the above 1-factorisation again.
For every V ∈ Ps(t), let V 1, . . . , V p be the p-clusters contained in V . Note
that the collection of all V k over all s-clusters V contained in an adapted primary
cluster W are precisely the p-clusters refining W . For each cycle D = V1 . . . VK
in F ′j (where this is the same ordering we specified above) let D
′ be the p-fold
blow-up of D whose vertex classes are the p-clusters V kℓ contained in V1, . . . , VK .
Apply Lemma 4.4 to D′ to find a (p − 1)-unwinding D1, . . . ,Dp−1 of D′ with V kℓ
playing the role of xkℓ . We have the following property:
(⋆) For each 1 ≤ d ≤ p − 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ p, the p-clusters V k1 , . . . , V kK−2 have
pairwise distance at least p on Dd.
Note that (⋆) holds only for the p-clusters in V1, . . . , VK−2 and not necessarily
VK−1 or VK . This is the reason for introducing the clean s-clusters: recall that
VK−1 and VK are clean. This will mean that we will never introduce any edges
between their vertices and the exceptional set (see (b) in Section 5.4).
Moreover, for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ K, we have from Lemma 4.4 that V 1ℓ , . . . , V pℓ lie on the
same cycle Dd. Additionally, their successors on Dd all belong to a single adapted
primary cluster Vℓ+1. Also F
′
j corresponds to a set of (p−1) edge-disjoint 1-factors
Fi (with (j − 1)(p − 1) + 1 ≤ i ≤ j(p − 1)) of Rp(β). We say that such an Fi has
intermediate factor type j and original factor type t where t is the original type of
F ′j . For each i, write V
spec
0,i := V˜
spec
0,t for the special exceptional set associated with
Fi, where t is the original factor type of Fi. Note that for every i, every vertex in
G is contained either in a p-cluster of Fi, in V0 or in V
spec
0,i . Note also that for each
adapted primary cluster W of R˜, there are sp clusters of Fi which are subclusters
of W . Also let
(17) rp := (p− 1)rs.
Then altogether this gives us a set of rp edge-disjoint 1-factors F1, . . . , Frp of Rp(β).
Note that for each t, there are exactly (s− 1)(p− 1) of the Fi which have original
factor type t. Furthermore,
(18) rp
(7)
≤ α˜spL˜
β
and so rp
(12)
≤ α˜Lp
β
; also 1/m ≤ 1/mp
(10)≪ 1/rp.
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For each edge E ∈ E(Fi) from A to B, let Gi(E) := G∗(E), where G∗(E) was
defined just after (15). Let Gi denote the union of the digraphs Gi(E) over all
E with E ∈ E(Fi) and call it the ith slice. Clearly G1, . . . , Grp are edge-disjoint.
Given E ∈ E(Fi) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, let E˜ ∈ E(F˜t) be the unique edge such
that E is in the blow-up of E˜, where Fi has original factor type t. As noted
directly before (10), G∗(E˜) is (ε, β1)-superregular and hence Gi(E) = G∗(E) is
(ε′, β1)-superregular by Lemma 3.11(i).
Recall that since V spec0,i is different for each i, the vertex set of a p-cluster will
be slightly different in Gi and Gi′ when Fi and Fi′ have different original factor
types. Note that if U is a base 2p-cluster (of size mp/2), and U(t) is the associated
2p-(t)-cluster, then
(19) |U ∩ U(t)| ≥ (1− ε′)mp/2.
as the corresponding partitions are ε′-close. (On the other hand,
⋂
1≤t≤r˜ U(t)
may be empty.) The same statements hold for s- and p-clusters. When adding
edges incident to exceptional vertices in Section 5.6 we need to be careful about
distinguishing between base 2p-clusters and the 2p-(t)-clusters which are actually
contained in the clusters of our slices.
5.4. Red clusters and edges. The aim of this Section is to lay some groundwork
for Sections 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 by specifying the properties that the edges between the
exceptional vertices and the rest of V (G) need to satisfy. In Section 5.5 our aim is
to remove a bounded number of bridge vertices V bridge0,i from each Gi \ (V0 ∪V spec0,i )
and change their neighbourhoods in such a way that the blown-up cycles in Gi are
connected via bridge vertices. Some additional vertices will also be removed and
added to V spec0,i to keep the cluster sizes equal. In Section 5.6 we will add edges to
Gi which are incident to V0. In Section 5.7 we will do the same for V
spec
0,i . We will
then let
V0,i := V0 ∪ V spec0,i ∪ V bridge0,i .
V0,i is then the exceptional set for the slice Gi: each vertex will lie either in a cluster
of Gi or in V0,i. Any edge incident to a vertex in V0,i and any vertex in a cluster
of Gi incident to such an edge will be called i-red (or red if this is unambiguous).
Roughly speaking, when adding red edges to Gi, we will need to ensure that Gi is
a spanning almost-regular digraph, that no non-exceptional vertex has large i-red
degree and that the set of red vertices is small and well-distributed.
To achieve this, for each i we will only add red edges incident to some carefully
selected 2p-clusters and then apply property (⋆). More precisely, for fixed i, let
j = j(i) and t = t(i) respectively be the intermediate and original factor types
of Gi. For each s-cluster U of Ps(t), let U1, . . . , Up denote the p-clusters of Pp(t)
which are subclusters of U . For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, let U(ℓ) and U(ℓ+p) be the 2p-clusters
contained in Uℓ. In Gi, we will add red edges between V0,i and U(k) only if
(a) t ≡ k mod 2p and
(b) U is not a clean cluster in F ′j .
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We call such a 2p-cluster U(k) i-red and we call a p-cluster i-red if it contains
an i-red 2p-cluster (or simply red if this is unambiguous). Note that (a) implies
that every s-cluster U which is not clean contains exactly one red 2p-cluster (and
thus exactly one red p-cluster). Moreover, recall that any adapted primary cluster
contains exactly one clean s-cluster; thus it contains exactly s− 1 red p-clusters.
All red vertices will be contained in red 2p-clusters, but note that we do not
require every red cluster to contain a red vertex. Let
(20) κ := (1− γ)β1mp.
We would like to find exactly κ edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles in each of the Gi.
For this, we will first need to add edges so that Gi satisfies the following for all i
with 1 ≤ i ≤ rp:
(Red0) There exists a sequence D1x1D2x2 . . . xℓ−1DℓxℓD1 with the following prop-
erties:
• Each Dj is a cycle of Fi and every cycle of Fi appears at least once
in the sequence;
• V bridge0,i := {x1, . . . , xℓ} and each xj has exactly κ outneighbours in
Dj+1 and exactly κ inneighbours in Dj .
(Red1) d±Gi(x) = κ for all x ∈ V0,i;
(Red2) V0,i is an independent set in Gi;
(Red3) |N±Gi(y) ∩ V0,i| ≤
√
ξβ1mp for all y /∈ V0,i;
(Red4) For every red p-cluster V , all red edges of Gi are incident to a single 2p-
cluster contained in V . In particular, |N±Gi(V0,i)∩V | ≤ mp/2 for all clusters
V ∈ Rp;
(Red5) If V, V ′ are red p-clusters on a cycle C of Fi, then they have distance at
least p on C;
(Red6) If a p-cluster V contains the final vertex of a red edge in Gi, then it contains
no initial vertices of red edges in Gi, and vice versa;
(Red7) G1, . . . , Grp are edge-disjoint and Gi(E) is (2ε
′, β1)-superregular for all
E ∈ E(Fi).
Roughly speaking, given a 1-factor f of Gi, (Red0) and (Red1) will ensure
that f has a path between any pair of successive cycles Dj of Fi. (Red2)–(Red6)
imply that the red edges are well-distributed. This will be crucial when applying
Lemma 4.5 to transform f into a Hamilton cycle in Section 5.11.
Suppose that V is a red p-cluster. Since only one of the two 2p-clusters contained
in V is red, it follows that (Red4) will automatically be satisfied for V if we add
red edges according to (a) and (b). It is easy to see that this will also satisfy
(Red5). Indeed, recall that every non-clean s-cluster contains exactly one red p-
cluster. Moreover, if Uℓ and Uℓ′ are non-clean s-clusters then the p-cluster U
k
ℓ is
red if and only if Ukℓ′ is red. Suppose a cycle C in Fi was obtained by unwinding
the blow-up of C ′ in F ′j ; then the last two s-clusters in C
′ (using the same ordering
as in Section 5.3) are clean and hence contain no red p-clusters by (b). So (⋆)
implies that the red clusters on C will have distance at least p apart.
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Let F = rp/4p. For each k with 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p, note that the number of all
digraphs Gi whose original type t satisfies (a) is 2F . For each k, consider an
ordering of all these graphs.
We will now fix which of the (red) 2p-clusters will receive red edges and which
of them will send out red edges. For each i = 1, . . . , rp, let t = t(i) be the original
type of Gi and let k with 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p satisfy (a). Suppose that Gi is the fth graph
with original type t (so 1 ≤ f ≤ 2F ). For each adapted primary clusterW ∈ P(t),
let W1, . . . ,Ws denote the set of all s-clusters contained in W . Recall that exactly
one of the Wj is clean. Now choose a set S
+
W of s-clusters from W1, . . . ,Ws/2 so
that none of the s-clusters in S+W is clean and so that |S+W | = s/2−1 (recall that s
is even). Let I+W denote the set of indices of the s-clusters in S
+
W . Similarly choose
S−W from Ws/2+1, . . . ,Ws with |S−W | = s/2− 1 which avoids the clean cluster and
let I−W be the corresponding set of indices.
For each s-cluster Wℓ contained in W , let Wℓ(k) denote the kth 2p-cluster
contained in Wℓ, where k is defined as in the previous paragraph. We call Wℓ(k)
in-red (for i) if
• 1 ≤ f ≤ F and ℓ ∈ I+W , or F < f ≤ 2F and ℓ ∈ I−W .
We call Wℓ(k) out-red (for i) if
• 1 ≤ f ≤ F and ℓ ∈ I−W , or F < f ≤ 2F and ℓ ∈ I+W .
If a p-cluster V contains an in-red 2p-cluster, we say that V is in-red (and similarly
for out-red clusters). So the number of in-red p-clusters in each adapted primary
cluster W is exactly
(21) |I−W | =
s
2
− 1
and similarly for out-red clusters.
5.5. Connecting blown-up cycles. In the final section of the proof we will
successively find 1-factors in each Gi and then turn each of these into a Hamilton
cycle. As mentioned earlier, (Red0) will be used to ensure that each 1-factor f
of Gi has a path connecting any pair of consecutive cycles of Fi, which will make
it possible to merge the cycles of f into a Hamilton cycle. In this section we will
modify Gi so that (Red0) holds.
We will join cycles by choosing bridge vertices xi,j in V (G) \ (V0 ∪V spec0,i ) whose
neighbourhoods will be chosen from the sparse digraphs H±0 defined in Section 5.2.
In what follows, we write A−j for the predecessor of the p-cluster Aj in Fi.
Claim 5.1. There is a sequence A1B1A2B2 . . . AL˜BL˜A1 of p-clusters in Rp such
that, for each 1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ L˜ the following hold:
(i) Let A˜j and B˜j be the adapted primary clusters containing Aj and Bj re-
spectively. Then there is an edge from A˜j to B˜j in R˜.
(ii) A−j is out-red and Bj is in-red;
(iii) Bj and Aj+1 lie in the same adapted primary cluster (where AL˜+1 := A1).
(iv) Every adapted cluster contains exactly one Aj and exactly one Bj′.
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xi,1 xi,2
x
i,L˜
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Figure 2. Bridge vertices xi,1, xi,2, xi,3 chosen from p-clusters
A1, A2, A3 respectively.
(v) All the Aj and Bj′ are distinct.
To prove the claim, observe that, by Lemma 3.5, R˜ is a robust (ν/4, 3τ)-
outexpander, so Theorem 4.6 implies that R˜ contains a Hamilton cycle C =
A˜1 . . . A˜L˜. We will choose Aj in A˜j and Bj in A˜j+1. This will automatically
satisfy (i), (iii) and (iv) and ensures that they will be distinct, except possibly
Aj = Bj−1. Now recall that, by (21), each adapted primary cluster contains ex-
actly s/2 − 1 in-red and s/2 − 1 out-red p-clusters. Moreover, as noted after (⋆),
they all lie on the same cycle in Fi and p-clusters directly preceding those in A˜j
on Fi all lie in the same adapted primary cluster, which we call A˜
−
j . Thus we can
always choose an in-red Bj−1 in A˜j and an out-red A−j ∈ A˜−j whose successor Aj
on Fi lies in A˜j , proving (ii). Moreover, we have s/2− 1 > 1 choices for Aj so we
may assume that Aj and Bj−1 are distinct. This proves (v) and thus the claim.
We will choose the bridge vertices in the sets Aj. The next claim guarantees
many candidates for these bridge vertices whose neighbourhoods have the required
properties.
Claim 5.2. For each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, whenever a p-cluster Aj ∈ V (Fi) is joined
by an edge in Rp to a p-cluster Bj ∈ V (Fi) the following holds. Let (A−j )′ and
B′j be 2p-clusters contained in A
−
j and Bj respectively. Then Aj contains at least
mp/2 vertices x such that both |N−H−
0
(x) ∩ (A−j )′| > κ and |N+H+
0
(x) ∩B′j| > κ.
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We say that a vertex x as in Claim 5.2 is (i, j)-useful. To prove the claim, note
that (H0) and (URef) imply that, for at least 3mp/4 of the vertices x ∈ Aj , we
have
|N+
H+
0
(x) ∩B′j | ≥ γdmp/5
(20)
> κ.
As Fi (and thus Rp) contains the edge A
−
j Aj , for at least 3mp/4 of the vertices
x ∈ Aj we similarly have
|N−
H−
0
(x) ∩ (A−j )′| > κ.
So at least mp/2 the vertices in Aj satisfy both inequalities, which proves the
claim.
Now we choose the set V bridge0,i satisfying (Red0). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, consider the
sequence guaranteed by Claim 5.1 and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ L˜, let (A−j )red and Bredj
be the unique red 2p-clusters contained in A−j and Bj respectively. So (A
−
j )
red
is out-red and Bredj is in-red. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ L˜, apply Claim 5.2 to the pair
(Aj , Bj) with (A
−
j )
red, Bredj playing the roles of (A
−
j )
′, B′j respectively, to obtain a
vertex xi,j ∈ Aj which is (i, j)-useful and which is distinct from all vertices chosen
so far. Note that the latter is possible since Claim 5.1(v) implies that for each i,
we only choose one vertex from Aj . So altogether, we choose at most rp vertices
from each Aj , which is at most mp/3 by (18). In each Gi, remove each xi,j from
Aj and denote the collection of all xi,j with 1 ≤ j ≤ L˜ by V bridge0,i . This process is
illustrated in Figure 2.
Now, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, there are exactly sp − 1 of the p-clusters in each
adapted primary (t)-cluster of Gi from which no vertices have been removed in
this step, where t is the original type of Fi. We still need to ensure that p-clusters
of Gi have equal size, so we choose a further (sp− 1)rpL˜ ≤ εn/3 distinct vertices
such that exactly one is removed from each untouched p-cluster in each Gi. Each
such vertex is moved from its cluster into V spec0,i . The final inequality in (18)
implies that we can assume that each vertex x is moved into V spec0,i for at most
one 1 ≤ i ≤ rp in this step. Now adapted primary (t)-clusters become adapted
primary [i]-clusters and (adapted) s-, p- and 2p-(t)-clusters become (adapted) s-,
p- and 2p-[i]-clusters respectively (or s-, p-, 2p-clusters if this is unambiguous).
This will not overlap with previous notation as from now on we never refer to
(t)-clusters and only ever refer to base and [i]-clusters. (19) implies that if U is a
base 2p-cluster and U[i] is the associated 2p-[i]-cluster, then
(22) |U ∩ U[i]| ≥ (1 − ε′)mp/2− 1.
We still refer to the cluster sizes m,ms and mp in the same way since each one
has only lost at most sp vertices (which does not affect any calculations). The
2p-clusters may no longer have exactly the same size, but this also does not affect
any of the calculations. We call V bridge0,i the set of bridge vertices and say that
every edge incident to a bridge vertex is i-red. We now have that
(23) |V0,i|
(11)
≤ εn.
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Since in Gi, we removed exactly one vertex from each p-cluster, we still have
|N+
H+
0
(xi,j) ∩Bredj | ≥ κ and |N−H−
0
(xi,j) ∩ (A−j )red| ≥ κ.
Since the xi,j are all distinct, it follows that for each xi,j, we can choose κ of these
outedges from H+0 and add them to Gi. Similarly, we can choose κ of these inedges
from H−0 and add them to Gi, whilst also removing every other edge incident to
xi,j in Gi. So (Red1) is satisfied for V
bridge
0,i .
It is now easy to verify (Red0). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, consider the sequence given
by Claim 5.1. Let Dj be the cycle of Fi containing the adapted p-cluster Aj for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ L˜ and let xj := xi,j be the bridge vertex which was removed from Aj
in Gi. Note that each cycle of Fi appears several times in the sequence. We claim
that D1x1D2x2 . . . xL˜DℓxL˜D1 is a sequence satisfying (Red0). The first property
is immediate from Claim 5.1(iv). Each xj has inneighbourhood contained in A
−
j
which is in Dj since Aj is, and its outneighbourhood is contained in Bj which lies
in the same adapted cluster as Aj+1 and thus in the cycle Dj+1. Therefore the
second property is also satisfied.
(Red2) follows since the in- and outedges incident to bridge vertices were cho-
sen from edge-disjoint subdigraphs H−0 and H
+
0 respectively. Furthermore, by
Claim 5.1(v), any y /∈ V0,i is incident to at most one i-red edge so (Red3) holds.
In each red p-cluster V , red edges were only added to the unique red 2p-cluster
W contained in V so (Red4) is satisfied. (Red5) is satisfied by the comments
after the statement of (Red7). Moreover every out-red p-cluster only sends out
red edges and every in-red p-cluster only receives red edges so (Red6) holds. The
edge-disjointness in (Red7) is immediate from the construction. Finally, note that
any vertex in V (G)\V0,i lost at most one inneighbour and one outneighbour in Gi,
so for each edge E of Fi, Gi(E) is certainly still (2ε
′, β1)-superregular. Therefore
(Red0) and (Red2)–(Red7) are all satisfied. Note that (Red1) holds for all vertices
in V bridge0,i . The aim of the next two sections is to maintain these properties while
also achieving (Red1) for all vertices in V0,i.
5.6. Incorporating the core exceptional set V0. Note that so far, Gi contains
no edges with initial or final vertex in V0 ∪ V spec0,i . In this section and the next we
will add edges incident to these vertices into the Gi. Recall that we call such edges
and any incident vertices i-red or red if this is unambiguous. Throughout both
sections we will refer to (a) and (b) in Section 5.4. To achieve (Red1), we consider
the core exceptional set V0 and the special exceptional set V
spec
0,i separately. In this
section we consider the core exceptional set. Roughly speaking, the set of edges
between V0 and Gi\V0 will consist of a random subdigraph of G induced by V0 and
the red 2p-clusters of Gi. The following claim guarantees the existence of suitable
edge-disjoint random subdigraphs. Recall from Section 5.4 that F = rp/4p.
Claim 5.3. Let X be a base 2p-cluster which is a subcluster of a base primary clus-
ter W . Then in G we can find F edge-disjoint bipartite graphs E+1 (X), . . . , E
+
F (X)
with all edges oriented from V0 to X so that for all 1 ≤ f ≤ F the following hold:
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(i) For all x ∈ V0 we have d+E+
f
(X)
(x) ≥ 1−ε2spF
(|N+G (x) ∩W | − 5ε˜m˜).
(ii) For all y ∈ X we have d−
E+
f
(X)
(y) <
√
ξβ1mp/2.
We can also find E−1 (X), . . . , E
−
F (X) satisfying analogous properties for the in-
neighbourhoods.
To prove the claim, let E+(X) denote the digraph induced by the set of edges from
V0 toX in G. Now consider a random partition of the edges of E
+(X) into F parts
E+f (X). More precisely, assign each edge of E
+(X) to E+f (X) with probability
1/F , independently of all other edges. There are several cases to consider. Say that
x ∈ V0 is prolific if |N+G (x) ∩W | > 5ε˜m˜. Say that V0 is large if |V0| ≥
√
ξβ1mp/2
and small otherwise. Every x ∈ V0 which is not prolific satisfies the condition in
(i) with probability 1, and the inequality in (ii) is satisfied with probability 1 if V0
is small. Suppose that x is prolific. Then since P ′2p is a 5ε˜-uniform 2sp-refinement
of P˜ , (URef) implies that d+
E+(X)
(x) ≥ 1−5ε˜2sp |N+G (x) ∩W |.
Then for each 1 ≤ f ≤ F , each prolific x ∈ V0 and each y ∈ X,
E
(
d+
E+
f
(X)
(x)
)
≥ 1− 5ε˜
2spF
|N+G (x) ∩W | and E
(
d−
E+
f
(X)
(y)
)
≤ |V0|
F
.
By Proposition 3.1 (with a := ε/2) we have that, for fixed f and prolific x ∈ V0,
P
(
d+
E+
f
(X)
(x) ≤ 1− ε
2spF
|N+G (x) ∩W |
)
≤ exp
(
−5ε
2ε˜m˜(1− 5ε˜)
24spF
)
(18)
≤ exp
(
− ε˜
2βn
s2pL˜2
)
(4)
≤ e−
√
n
and |V0|F ≤ n2. So taking a union bound over all f and all x ∈ V0 we see that the
probability that (i) fails for some f in this partition is at most n2e−
√
n. Similarly,
for large V0, fixed f and y ∈ X, Proposition 3.1 implies that
P
(
d−
E+
f
(X)
(y) >
2|V0|
F
)
≤ exp
(
−
√
ξβ1mp
6F
)
(24)
= exp
(
−2
√
ξβ1m
3srp
)
(4),(18)
≤ e−
√
n.
Note that n ≤ 2Lpmp by (14) and
rp
(17)
≥ spr˜/2
(7)
≥ spα˜L˜/3 (12)= α˜Lp/3.
Thus
(25)
2|V0|
F
(5)
≤ 4
√
ε˜n
p
rp
≤ 24
√
ε˜pmp
α˜
(4)
<
√
ξβ1mp
2
.
Furthermore, |X|F ≤ n2, so (24) and (25) imply that the probability that (ii) fails
for this partition is at most n2e−
√
n. Therefore the partition satisfies both (i) and
(ii) with probability 1− 2n2e−
√
n ≥ 1/2. This proves the claim.
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For each k with 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p, recall from the end of Section 5.4 that the number
of all graphs Gi whose original type t satisfies (a) is 2F . For each k, consider the
ordering of all these digraphs as chosen in Section 5.4 and suppose that Gi is the
fth digraph with original type t. We now define the edges of Gi between V0 and
V (G) \ V0,i. For each base s-cluster Wℓ, let Wℓ(k) denote the kth base 2p-cluster
contained in Wℓ. Apply Claim 5.3 to obtain F bipartite digraphs E
+
f (Wℓ(k))
and F bipartite digraphs E−f (Wℓ(k)) for each Wℓ(k). Now let W
′
ℓ denote the
s-[i]-cluster associated with Wℓ and Wℓ(k)
′ denote the 2p-[i]-cluster associated
with Wℓ(k). Let E
+
f (Wℓ(k)
′) be the subdigraph of E+f (Wℓ(k)) consisting of all
edges whose final vertex lies in Wℓ(k)
′ and let E−f (Wℓ(k))
′) be the subdigraph of
E−f (Wℓ(k)) consisting of all edges whose initial vertex lies in Wℓ(k)
′. Then, by
(22), for all x ∈ V (G) we have
(26) d+
E+
f
(Wℓ(k)′)
(x) ≥ d+
E+
f
(Wℓ(k))
(x)− ε′mp/2− 1.
An analogous statement is true for the indegrees in E−f . Recall that k with 1 ≤
k ≤ 2p is defined by the fact that Gi has original type t and t ≡ k mod 2p, and
that I+W and I
−
W are the indices of the non-clean s-clusters in W defined at the
end of Section 5.4. If 1 ≤ f ≤ F , we add the following edges to Gi:
• all edges lying in the digraphs E+f (Wℓ(k)′) with ℓ ∈ I+W ;
• all edges lying in the digraphs E−f (Wℓ(k)′) with ℓ ∈ I−W .
If F < f ≤ 2F , we add the following edges to Gi:
• all edges lying in the digraphs E+f−F (Wℓ(k)′) with ℓ ∈ I−W ;
• all edges lying in the digraphs E−f−F (Wℓ(k)′) with ℓ ∈ I+W .
Note this implies that all edges from Gi \ V0 to V0 have initial vertex in an
out-red cluster and similarly for the in-red clusters. Moreover, the sets of edges
assigned to Gi and Gi′ are disjoint for i 6= i′. Indeed, this follows from the fact that,
for j 6= k, E±f (Wℓ(j)) and E±f (Wℓ(k)) are clearly edge-disjoint; that for f 6= f ′,
E±f (Wℓ(k)
′) and E±f ′(Wℓ(k)
′) are also edge-disjoint; and that each E±f (Wℓ(k)) is
used for at most one of the Gi.
Therefore Claim 5.3, (26) and (21) imply that for all x ∈ V0, we have that
d+Gi(x) ≥ (s/2− 1)
∑
W∈P˜
(
1− ε
2spF
(|N+G (x) ∩W | − 5ε˜m˜)−
ε′mp
2
− 1
)
.
Note also that
(27) 2spF =
srp
2
(18)
≤ s
2
α˜Lp
β
(14)
≤ s
2
α˜n
βmp
.
So
d+Gi(x) ≥ (s/2 − 1)
(1 − ε′)
2spF
(α˜n− |V0| − 2ε′n)
(5),(27)
≥ (1− 4ε′)βmp
(8)
≥ β1mp
(20)
≥ κ,(28)
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and we have an analogue for indegrees. So we can delete edges from each x ∈ V0
so that d±Gi(x) = κ in each slice and hence (Red1) holds for all vertices in V0.
5.7. Incorporating the special exceptional set V spec0,i . We now prove a claim
which will be used to achieve (Red1) for the set V spec0,i of special exceptional ver-
tices. Before this, we first need to derive a further property (H1′) of H±1 from
(H1).
Write S+i for the collection of vertices contained in the out-red 2p-[i]-clusters
and define S−i analogously. Note that each of S
±
i consists of the vertices in exactly
s/2− 1 of the 2p-[i]-clusters in each adapted s-[i]-cluster.
For every 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p and every base s-cluster U ∈ P ′s, let U(k) be the kth base
2p-cluster of U , and write H+1,k for the spanning subdigraph of H
+
1 consisting of all
edges whose final vertex lies in
⋃
U∈P ′s U(k). Also define H
−
1,k to be the spanning
subdigraph of H−1 consisting of all edges whose initial vertex lies in
⋃
U∈P ′s U(k).
We have the following property of H±1 :
(H1′) For all x ∈ V (G) \ V0, whenever i has original type t and k satisfies
1 ≤ k ≤ 2p and (a) we have that
γα˜n
20p
≤ |N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ S−i | , |N−H−
1,k
(x) ∩ S+i | ≤
γα˜n
p
.
To prove (H1′), note that since P ′2p was a 5ε˜-uniform 2sp-refinement of P˜, (URef)
implies that, for each x ∈ V (G) \ V0, each 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p and U ∈ P ′s,
|N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ U(k)| ≥ (1− 5ε˜)
2sp
(
|N+
H+
1
(x) ∩ U˜ | − 5ε˜m˜
)
where U˜ is the base primary cluster containing U . If U(k)i is the 2p-[i]-cluster
associated with U(k), (22) implies that
|N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ U(k)i| ≥ |N+H+
1,k
(x) ∩ U(k)| − ε′mp/2− 1.
But whenever i has original type t and k satisfies (a), S−i contains all the vertices
from exactly s/2 − 1 of the 2p-[i]-clusters U(k)i contained in each adapted [i]-
cluster U˜i associated with U˜ , so
|N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ S−i ∩ U˜i| ≥ (s/2− 1)
(
1− 5ε˜
2sp
(|N+
H+
1
(x) ∩ U˜ | − 5ε˜m˜)− ε
′mp
2
− 1
)
≥ |N+
H+
1
(x) ∩ U˜ |/6p − ε′smp.
Therefore, summing over all base primary clusters U˜ and recalling that V0 is an
isolated set in H+1 we have that
|N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ S−i | ≥
d+
H+
1
(x)
6p
− ε′smpL˜
(H1)
≥ γα˜n
20p
.
The other bounds in (H1′) follow similarly.
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Claim 5.4. For each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, there are subdigraphs Q+i of H+1 and Q−i
of H−1 each consisting of edges between V
spec
0,i and V (G) \ V0,i so that
(i) for all x ∈ V spec0,i we have |N+Q+i (x) ∩ S
−
i |, |N−Q−i (x) ∩ S
+
i | ≥ κ.
(ii) For all y ∈ V (G) \ V0,i we have d+Q−i (y), d
−
Q+i
(y) ≤ √ξβ1mp/3.
(iii) all the Q±i are pairwise edge-disjoint.
To prove the claim, for each vertex x in V (G) \ V0, we let T (x) := {i : x ∈ V spec0,i }.
Recall that x ∈ V spec0,i if and only if
(A) x ∈ V˜ spec0,t and i has original type t; or
(B) x was removed to compensate for the removal of a bridge vertex.
Note that x can satisfy both (A) and (B). Suppose that x satisfies (A). Let Lx =
{t : x ∈ V˜ spec0,t }. Note x /∈ V0. So x is good in the sense of Section 5.1, and hence
|Lx| ≤ ξL˜/β. As observed before (23), any x ∈ V (G) \ V0 is in at most one set
V spec0,i due to (B). Therefore
|T (x)| ≤ |Lx|(s− 1)(p − 1) + 1 ≤ ξL˜sp/β (12)= ξLp/β.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp and each 1 ≤ k ≤ 2p we define digraphs Q+i,k as follows. For
each k, we randomly assign each edge of H+1,k whose initial vertex is x to one of
the digraphs Q+i,k with i ∈ T (x) with probability q := β/ξLp (independently of all
other edges, and each edge is assigned to at most one of the Q+i,k). The sum of
the probabilities is at most 1. Note that V0 is an isolated set in H
±
1,k. Now define
Q+i := Q
+
i,k where i has original type t and k satisfies (a). Then (iii) certainly
holds, and for all x ∈ V spec0,i , we have
(29) E
(
|N+
Q+i
(x) ∩ S−i |
)
=
β|N+
H+
1,k
(x) ∩ S−i |
ξLp
(H1′)
≥ γα˜βn
20pξLp
(14)
≥ 2βmp.
Proposition 3.1 implies that, for fixed 1 ≤ i ≤ rp and fixed x ∈ V spec0,i ,
P
(
|N+
Q+
i
(x) ∩ S−i | < β1mp
)
≤ exp
(
−βmp
6
)
(12),(14)
≤ exp
(
− βn
12spL˜
)
≤ e−
√
n.
So a union bound implies that the probability that there exist i and x not satisfying
this inequality is at most n2e−
√
n < 1/4. (i) now follows since κ ≤ β1mp by (20).
For (ii), note that for any vertex y ∈ V (G) we have
(30) E
(
d−
Q+i
(y)
)
≤ q|V spec0,i |
(23)
≤ β
ξLp
εn
(14)
≤ 2ε
ξ
βmp ≤
√
ξβmp/4.
Proposition 3.1 shows (as in Claim 5.3) that the probability that the condition in
(ii) fails for some i and some y ∈ V (G) is at most 1/4. So there is a choice of
Q+1 , . . . , Q
+
rp so that all the conditions hold, and similarly for Q
−
1 , . . . , Q
−
rp , which
proves Claim 5.4.
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It is now easy to obtain the edges of Gi between V
spec
0,i and V (G) \ V0,i. Apply
Claim 5.4 to find edge-disjoint digraphs Q±i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp. Recall that
S±i ⊆ V (G)\V0,i and so (Red6) will follow if we add i-red edges with initial vertex
in S+i or final vertex in S
−
i . So for each x ∈ V0,i we add exactly κ edges in Q+i
going from x to S−i and exactly κ edges in Q
−
i going to x from S
+
i .
We have now incorporated V0,i into each Gi. It remains to verify that (Red0)–
(Red7) hold. Recall that we partially verified these properties for the red vertices
incident to bridge vertices at the end of Section 5.5. In particular, (Red0) was
achieved in Section 5.5 and the edges we have added here do not affect it. The
previous paragraph shows that (Red1) holds for all vertices in V spec0,i . Since we
already verified it for the bridge vertices V bridge0,i in Section 5.5 and for V0 in
Section 5.6, it now holds for all vertices in V0,i. Clearly, our construction satisfies
(Red2). (Red3) follows from Claims 5.3(ii) and 5.4(ii) and the fact that each non-
exceptional vertex is incident to at most one bridge vertex in each slice. Recall
that, in Section 5.4, we showed how (Red4) and (Red5) follow from (a) and (b) of
the construction. (Red6) follows from the fact that in constructions including V0
and V spec0,i and V
bridge
0,i , the outedges from V0,i always went to in-red clusters and
the inedges to V0,i came from out-red clusters. (Red7) follows immediately from
the edge-disjointness of the digraphs in Claims 5.3 and 5.4 and the observation in
the final paragraph of Section 5.5.
Note that Theorem 3.2 implies that the proofs of Claims 5.3 and 5.4 can be ‘de-
randomised’ and so red edges satisfying (Red0)–(Red7) can be found in polynomial
time.
5.8. Finding shadow balancing sequences. We have now incorporated all the
exceptional vertices to form rp edge-disjoint slices Gi of G, together containing
almost all edges, such that each slice is a spanning almost-regular subdigraph of
G. The main aim of this section is to add further red edges to each slice Gi so that
the number of red edges sent out by vertices in each cluster V equals the number
received by its successor V + on the cycle of Fi containing V .
This ‘balancing property’ is necessary for the following reason. Suppose that V
is out-red and suppose that we have a 1-factor f containing a red edge sent out to
V0,i by a vertex x ∈ V . If V + is not red, any edge of f to V + must have its initial
vertex in V . So f [V, V +] must be a perfect matching, which is impossible since
there can be no edge in f from x to a vertex in V +. Note that the absence of red
edges incident to V − does not give rise to the above problem. But we observe a
similar problem for U,U− when U is in-red. So the above ‘balancing property’ is
certainly necessary to obtain even a single 1-factor. We will see in Section 5.10
that, combined with our other properties, it is also sufficient.
We will add ‘balancing edges’ between non-exceptional vertices to achieve the
above property while also ensuring that no vertex is incident to many red edges.
As indicated above, it will turn out to be sufficient to only add such edges to either
the predecessor or successor of existing red clusters. By the end of Section 5.9 our
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new red clusters will consist of consecutive pairs, well-spaced around each blown-
up cycle.
We will first find ‘shadow balancing edges’ in the reduced digraph between
suitable cluster pairs. For this, we will use the fact that Rp is a robust outexpander.
Then we will choose the required number of edges from the sparse pre-reserved
subdigraph H2 induced on these pairs. When doing this, we need to be careful to
maintain (Red6) with p replaced by p− 1.
Given Gi, we denote the set of red p-clusters by T (so we suppress the depen-
dence on i here). Let Tin denote the set of in-red clusters and define Tout similarly,
so T = Tin∪Tout. For a set S ⊆ T of p-clusters, we let S− denote the predecessors
of S on T and define S+ similarly.
Now, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp and each p-cluster V , let
(31) s±i (V ) :=
∑
y∈V
|N±Gi(y) ∩ V0,i|
be the number of red edges entering/leaving V . So s+i (V ) 6= 0 only if V ∈ Tout
and s−i (V ) 6= 0 only if V ∈ Tin. Note that (Red1) implies that
(32)
∑
V ∈Rp
s+i (V ) =
∑
V ∈Rp
s−i (V ).
Let
(33) b :=
ξ1/6β1m
2
p
Lp
and c := ξ1/5β1m
2
p.
A balancing sequence Bi with respect to Gi is a spanning subdigraph of H2 with
the following properties:
(B1) d±Bi(y) ≤ 8ξ1/6β1mp for every y /∈ V0,i;
(B2) We have the following degree conditions:
d+Bi(V ) =


s−i (V
+) + c if V ∈ T−in
c if V ∈ Tout
0 otherwise
d−Bi(V ) =


c if V ∈ Tin
s+i (V
−) + c if V ∈ T+out
0 otherwise
We will use so called ‘shadow balancing sequences’ as a framework to find
balancing sequences. For this, define an auxiliary digraph R∗ with V (R∗) = T as
follows. Let
(34) N+R∗(V ) =


(
N+Rp(V
−) ∩ Tin
)
∪
(
N+Rp(V
−) ∩ T+out
)−
if V ∈ Tin(
N+Rp(V ) ∩ Tin
)
∪
(
N+Rp(V ) ∩ T+out
)−
if V ∈ Tout
This definition reflects the fact that red edges entering V ∈ Tin will be balanced by
edges leaving V − (and entering either Tin or the successor W+ of someW ∈ Tout).
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Similarly an edge leaving V ∈ Tout will be balanced by an edge entering V +. Note
that R∗ depends on i. If we need to emphasise this, we write R∗i .
Define a shadow balancing sequence B′i to be a multidigraph with vertex set
V (R∗) whose edges are copies of edges of R∗ as follows. Let
n+V :=
{
s−i (V ) + c if V ∈ Tin
c if V ∈ Tout and n
−
V :=
{
c if V ∈ Tin
s+i (V ) + c if V ∈ Tout
Then B′i has the following properties:
(B1′) no edge of R∗ appears more than b times in B′i.
(B2′) For every V ∈ V (R∗), we have d+
B′i
(V ) = n+V and d
−
B′i
(V ) = n−V .
Note that (32) implies that
(35)
∑
V ∈R∗
n+V =
∑
V ∈R∗
n−V .
To find these shadow balancing sequences, we will need that R∗ is a robust out-
expander with sufficiently large minimum semidegree.
Claim 5.5. Let ν ′ = ν3/64. Then
(i) R∗ is a robust (ν ′, 12τ)-outexpander.
(ii) δ0(R∗) ≥ α˜|R∗|/4.
To prove part (i) of the claim, we will use the fact that an (s/2−1)-fold blow-up of a
robust (ν/4, 3τ)-outexpander is a (ν ′, 6τ)-robust outexpander (see Lemma 3.10).
Let Rinp = Rp[Tin] and R
out
p = Rp[T
+
out]. Since every adapted primary cluster
contains exactly s/2− 1 out-red p-clusters, it follows that Rinp is an (s/2− 1)-fold
blow-up of R˜. So it is a robust (ν ′, 6τ)-outexpander. Similarly, Routp is a robust
(ν ′, 6τ)-outexpander.
Consider any S ⊆ Tin with 6τ |Tin| ≤ |S| ≤ (1 − 6τ)|Tin|. Note that Tin and
Tout are disjoint (see e.g. (Red6)). So Tin and (T
+
out)
− are disjoint and hence (34)
implies that
(36) |RN+ν′,R∗(S)| = |RN+ν′,Rp(S−) ∩ Tin|+ |(RN+ν′,Rp(S−) ∩ T+out)−|.
Now let S−in be obtained from S
− by replacing each p-cluster V ∈ S− by an
arbitrary (but distinct) p-cluster Vin ∈ Tin which lies in the same adapted primary
cluster as S−. Note this is possible as S ⊆ Tin implies that S (and thus S−)
contains at most s/2− 1 of the p-clusters from each adapted s-cluster. Note that
in Rp, each cluster receives an edge from Vin if and only if it receives an edge from
V . So (34) implies that
|RN+ν′,Rp(S−) ∩ Tin| = |RN+ν′,Rp(S−in) ∩ Tin| = |RN+ν′,Rinp (S
−
in)|
≥ |S−in|+ ν ′|Rinp | = |S|+ ν ′|R∗|/2.
Similarly, let S−out be obtained from S
− by replacing each p-cluster V ∈ S− by an
arbitrary (but distinct) cluster Vout ∈ T+out which lies in the same adapted s-cluster
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as V . Then we have
|(RN+ν′,Rp(S−) ∩ T+out)−| = |RN+ν′,Rp(S−) ∩ T+out|
= |RN+ν′,Rp(S−out) ∩ T+out| = |RN+ν′,Routp (S
−
out)|
≥ |S−out|+ ν ′|Routp | = |S|+ ν ′|R∗|/2.
So altogether, we have |RN+ν′,R∗(S)| ≥ 2|S|+ ν ′|R∗|.
Now suppose that S ⊆ Tout with 6τ |Tout| ≤ |S| ≤ (1 − 6τ)|Tout|. Similarly as
above, (34) implies that
(37) |RN+ν′,R∗(S)| = |RN+ν′,Rp(S) ∩ Tin|+ |(RN+ν′,Rp(S) ∩ T+out)−| ≥ 2|S|+ ν ′|R∗|.
Now consider any S ⊆ V (R∗) with 6τ |R∗| ≤ |S| ≤ (1 − 6τ)|R∗|. Then either
|S ∩ Tin| ≥ |S|/2 or |S ∩ Tout| ≥ |S|/2. In either case, we get |RN+ν′,R∗(S)| ≥
|S|+ ν ′|R∗|. This proves part (i) of the claim.
To prove part (ii), suppose that V ∈ Tin. Note that Rinp satisfies δ0(Rinp ) ≥
α˜|Rinp |/2 by Lemma 3.10(i). Choose any V −in ∈ Tin which lies in the same adapted
primary cluster as V −. Then, similarly as observed above, V −in has the same
outneighbours within the set Tin as V
− (both in the digraph Rp). So the degree
bound follows for V . The case when V ∈ Tout is similar. This proves Claim 5.5.
It is now easy to find shadow balancing sequences B′i satisfying (B1
′) and (B2′).
Indeed, note that c ≤ n±V ≤ c+
√
ξβ1m
2
p by (Red3). In particular, (33) implies that
n+V = c
(
1± ξ3/10) and similarly for n−V . Let R′ be obtained from R∗ by replacing
each of the edges of R∗ by b copies of this edge and let n′ := |R∗| = (s− 2)L˜. We
will apply Lemma 4.1 as follows:
R∗ R′ n′ b ξ3/10 ν ′ c/n′
playing the role of G Q n q ε ν ρ
Then
ρ :=
c
n′
(33)
=
ξ1/5β1m
2
p
(s− 2)L˜
(4)
≤ ξ
1/6β1m
2
pν
′2
3spL˜
(12),(33)
=
bν ′2
3
as required by Lemma 4.1, and we obtain a spanning subdigraph B′i of R
′ with
d±
B′i
(V ) = n±V for each V ∈ V (R′) = V (R∗).
5.9. Adding balancing sequences. Note that for each edge E′ of R∗i , there is
a unique edge E of Rp (from a p-cluster A to a p-cluster B) which corresponds to
E′. More precisely, (34) shows that if E′ = VW ∈ E(R∗i ) then
(38) E =


V −W if V ∈ Tin,W ∈ Tin
V −W+ if V ∈ Tin,W ∈ Tout
VW if V ∈ Tout,W ∈ Tin
VW+ if V ∈ Tout,W ∈ Tout.
(As before, V − denotes the predecessor of V on Fi.) So for each edge of B′i, we can
choose the corresponding edge of Rp. For each i and each edge E of Rp, let ci(E)
denote the number of times that the edge E is chosen due to B′i. So ci(E) ≤ b
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by (B1′). If we now replace the chosen edges E of Rp with ci(E) edges in H2(E),
this will give the required balancing sequence Bi. However, we need to be careful
to ensure that we can do this for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ rp so that all edges are
disjoint. We also wish to maintain (Red4) and (Red6).
We now need to consider the dependence on i again, as clusters in different
slices are not quite the same. Given a base p-cluster A in Rp, let A[i] be the
associated p-[i]-cluster. Each p-[i]-cluster A[i] contains at most one red 2p-[i]-
cluster by (Red4). If there is such a subcluster, denote it by A∗[i]. If there is
no such subcluster, let A∗[i] be an arbitrary subcluster of A[i]. We will only add
balancing edges incident to A∗[i]. Let A∗ be the base 2p-cluster associated with
A∗[i]. Suppose that E is an edge of Rp from A to B. Let E˜ ∈ E(R˜(β)) be one
of the edges whose blow-up contains E; then H2(E˜) is (ε, γβ)-regular as observed
in Section 5.2. Write H2(E
∗) for the subdigraph of H2(E˜) induced on (A∗, B∗);
then by Lemma 3.11(i) we have that H2(E
∗) is (ε′, γβ)-regular.
Write H2(E
∗[i]) for the subdigraph of H2(E∗) induced on (A∗[i], B∗[i]). When-
ever E is chosen due to B′i, we will add balancing edges to Gi from H2(E
∗[i]). By
(22) we have that, for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, H2(E∗[i]) is a subdigraph of H2(E∗)
obtained by removing at most ε′mp/2 + 1 vertices from each vertex class.
Claim 5.6. Let d0 := 8b/m
2
p where b is defined in (33). Suppose that H is a
subdigraph of H2(E
∗) obtained by removing at most ε′mp/2+1 vertices from each
of A∗ and B∗ and at most rpd0mp edges at every vertex. Then H is (ξ1/15, γβ)-
regular.
To prove the claim, note first that
(39) d0 =
8b
m2p
=
8ξ1/6β1
Lp
.
So
2rpd0
(18)
≤ 16ξ
1/6β1
Lp
α˜Lp
β
≤ 16ξ1/6α˜ ≤ ξ1/7.
Also ε′ ≪ ξ1/7. So Proposition 3.6(i) with ξ1/7 playing the role of d′ implies the
claim.
Now for each i in succession we aim to apply Lemma 3.9 to find a set Ci(E) of
ci(E) edges in H2(E
∗), and remove the edges of Ci(E) from further consideration.
Suppose we have found C1(E), . . . , Ci−1(E) in H2(E∗). Suppose further that each
of these has maximum degree at most d0mp and that the edges are from A
∗ to
B∗. We now wish to find Ci(E).
Let H i−12 (E
∗) denote the subdigraph of H2(E∗) obtained by removing the edges
of C1(E), . . . , Ci−1(E) and removing any vertex not present in H2(E∗[i]). So
H i−12 (E
∗) is also a subdigraph of H2(E∗[i]). By (22), the number of vertices
in each vertex class of H i−12 (E
∗) is at most ε′mp/2 + 1 less than that in H2(E∗).
Moreover, at most rpd0mp edges have been removed from each vertex. Then Claim
5.6 implies that H i−12 (E
∗) is (ξ1/15, γβ)-regular. So we can apply Lemma 3.9 to
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find Ci(E), with a maximum degree of at most 8ci(E)/mp ≤ 8b/mp = d0mp. We
continue inductively until we have found C1(E), . . . , Crp(E).
Now let Bi be the union of all Ci(E) over all edges E of Rp. Note that the Bi
are edge-disjoint by construction. To verify (B1), note that for all y ∈ V (G)\V0,i,
d±Bi(y) ≤ Lpd0mp
(39)
= 8ξ1/6β1mp,
as required. (38) implies that the clusters that send out shadow balancing edges
are precisely T−in ∪ Tout and the clusters that receive shadow balancing edges are
precisely Tin ∪ T+out. Suppose that V ∈ T−in . Then we have that
d+Bi(V )
(38)
= d+B′
i
(V +)
(B2′)
= n+
V +
= s−i (V
+) + c
so (B2) holds in this case. The other cases follow similarly. Therefore Bi satisfies
(B1) and (B2). Note that only vertices in a single 2p-subcluster of each p-cluster
(which is the red subcluster if one of them is red) are incident to a balancing edge.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp we add the edges of Bi to Gi. So now E(Gi) consists of
edges from each cluster to its unique successor on Fi together with the i-red edges
incident to V0,i and the balancing edges Bi.
5.10. Almost decomposing into 1-factors. Our aim now is to use Lemma 4.2
to find a κ-regular spanning subdigraph of each Gi. For this, the ‘balancing
property’ achieved in Section 5.9 will be crucial.
Before this, for each i, we first remove a subdigraph H3,i of Gi, which will be
needed in Section 5.11. We do this as follows. For each edge E of Fi, recall that
Gi(E) is (2ε
′, β1)-superregular by (Red7). Apply Lemma 3.7(ii) to Gi(E) with
parameters K := 2 and γ1 := γ
2β1, γ2 := β2 where
(40) β2 := (1− γ2)β1
to obtain two edge-disjoint subdigraphs of Gi(E): a (2ε
′1/12, γ2β1)-superregular
digraph H3,i(E) and a (2ε
′1/12, β2)-superregular ‘remainder’ subdigraph which we
still denote by Gi(E). We let H3,i have vertex set V (G) and edge set given by the
union of H3,i(E) over all edges E of Fi.
We now continue with finding a κ-regular spanning subdigraph of each Gi.
Denote the collection of i-red edges incident to V0,i by Ti. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp
we call the edges in Ti ∪Bi and any p-cluster containing a vertex incident to such
an edge i-red or red (so balancing edges are also regarded as red now). Write
d±i (x) := d
±
Ti(x) + d
±
Bi
(x) for each x ∈ V (Gi) and define d±i (V ) =
∑
x∈V d
±
i (x) for
V ∈ V (Fi). So by (31) we have that, for each V ∈ V (Fi),
(41) d±i (V ) = s
±
i (V ) + d
±
Bi
(V ).
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ rp we now have the following properties:
(Red0′) There exists a sequence D1x1D2x2 . . . xℓ−1DℓxℓD1 with the following prop-
erties:
• Each Dj is a cycle of Fi and every cycle of Fi appears at least once
in the sequence;
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• V bridge0,i = {x1, . . . , xℓ} and each xj has exactly κ outneighbours in
Dj+1 and exactly κ inneighbours in Dj ;
(Red1′) d±i (x) = κ for each x ∈ V0,i;
(Red2′) V0,i is an independent set in Gi;
(Red3′) d±i (y) ≤ ξ1/7β2mp for each y ∈ Gi \ V0,i;
(Red4′) For every red cluster V ∈ Rp, all i-red edges are incident to a single 2p-
cluster contained in V . In particular, at most mp/2 vertices in V are
incident to an i-red edge;
(Red5′) In Fi any out-red p-cluster V is preceded by p − 3 p-clusters which are
neither out-red nor in-red, and is succeeded by an in-red p-cluster. Any
in-red p-cluster V is succeeded by p−3 p-clusters which are neither out-red
nor in-red, and is preceded by an out-red p-cluster;
(Red6′) Each p-cluster is either out-red, in-red or contains no vertices incident to
a red edge;
(Red7′) G1, . . . , Grp are edge-disjoint and Gi(E) is (2ε′1/12, β2)-superregular for all
E ∈ E(Fi);
(B2′′) d+i (V ) = d
−
i (V
+) for all p-clusters V ∈ V (Fi).
(Red0′), (Red1′) and (Red2′) follow immediately from (Red0), (Red1) and (Red2)
respectively. (Red3′) follows from summing the degrees given by (Red3) and (B1)
and using (40). (Red4′) is a consequence of (Red4) and our choice of edges in
Section 5.9. (Red5′) follows from (Red5) and (B2): indeed, the (red) clusters in
T = Tin ∪ Tout are separated by exactly p− 1 non-red clusters by (Red5), and by
(B2), the only other red clusters are precisely those in T−in ∪ T+out. (Red6′) and
edge-disjointness in (Red7′) follow from (Red6) and edge-disjointness in (Red7), as
well as the construction of Bi in Sections 5.8 and 5.9. The second part of (Red7
′)
was verified directly after (40). (B2′′) is a direct consequence of (B2) and (41). So
for example, if V ∈ Tout then
d+i (V ) = s
+
i (V ) + c = d
−
Bi
(V +) = d−i (V
+).
Consider any edge E from V to V + in Fi. We wish to find a subdigraph Gi(E)
∗
of Gi(E) such that, together with the red edges incident to V and V
+, every
vertex in V has outdegree κ and every vertex in V + has indegree κ. The union of
these subdigraphs over all edges E ∈ E(Fi), together with the red edges Bi ∪ Ti,
will form a κ-regular spanning subdigraph G∗i of Gi. (Recall that κ was defined
in (20).)
Given any x ∈ V , let m+x = d+i (x) and given any y ∈ V +, let m−y = d−i (y). By
(Red3′) we have that m+x ,m−y ≤ ξ1/7β2mp and by (B2′′) we have that
∑
x∈V
m+x =
∑
y∈V +
m−y .
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Let εˆ := 2ε′1/12 and βˆ := β2 − εˆ. So (Red7′) implies that Gi(E) is (εˆ, βˆ + εˆ)-
superregular for every E ∈ E(Fi). Let
αˆ := 1− (1− γ)β1
β2 − εˆ .
So κ = (1 − αˆ)βˆmp, and it is easy to see that γ/2 ≤ αˆ ≤ 2γ, so that βˆ ≪ αˆ≪ 1.
Thus we can apply Lemma 4.2 to Gi(E) with εˆ playing the role of ε, βˆ playing
the role of β and αˆ playing the role of α. Then we obtain a spanning subdigraph
Gi(E)
∗ of Gi(E) in which each x ∈ V has outdegree κ−m+x and each y ∈ V + has
indegree κ−m−y . Then
G∗i :=
⋃
E∈E(Fi)
Gi(E)
∗ ∪Bi ∪ Ti
is a κ-regular spanning subdigraph of Gi as required. Moreover G
∗
1, . . . , G
∗
rp are
edge-disjoint subdigraphs of G by (Red7′). Now apply Proposition 4.3 to each G∗i
to obtain κ edge-disjoint 1-factors fi,1, . . . , fi,κ of each Gi.
5.11. Merging 1-factors into Hamilton cycles. The final step is to use edges
disjoint from our collection of 1-factors to merge cycles such that each 1-factor
is transformed into a Hamilton cycle. Then we will have found an approximate
decomposition into edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. The argument will be exactly
the same for each Gi. So since we will work within a fixed Gi, we will label the
κ factors obtained from Gi as f1, . . . , fκ. We wish to use Lemma 4.5 and edges
from our pre-reserved digraph H3,i to merge the cycles in each fj.
We say that a non-red cluster is black and we say that an edge of Fi is black
if both the initial cluster and final cluster are black. So for all black edges V V +
in Fi we have that fj[V, V
+] is a perfect matching for each fj, since in Gi every
edge from a vertex in V goes to a vertex in V +. (Red5′) implies that every
pair UoutUin of consecutive red clusters on any cycle of Fi is followed by p − 3
consecutive black clusters. Denote the path of length p− 4 from the first of these
black clusters to the last by IU , so every edge in IU is black. So we can choose
p − 4 disjoint sets of edges J1, . . . , Jp−4 of Fi so that for each pair of consecutive
red clusters UoutUin, Jq contains exactly one edge of IU . So each Jq consists of
exactly |T | = |Tin|+ |Tout| = (s− 2)L˜ edges of Fi and has non-empty intersection
with any cycle of Fi.
The idea is to apply Lemma 4.5 repeatedly to transform each of the fj into
a Hamilton cycle. Each time H3,i will play the role of G, and each Jq will play
the role of J roughly κ/p times. If E is a set of edges in Fi, we write H3,i(E) :=⋃
E∈E H3,i(E).
We now describe the merging procedure for f1. Denote the cycles of Fi by
D1, . . . ,Dℓ. Let K1 be the 1-regular digraph consisting of all cycles of f1 which
contain a vertex in a cluster of D1. Now apply Lemma 4.5 as follows: D1 plays
the role of C, J1 ∩E(D1) plays the role of J , K1 plays the role of F and H3,i(J1)
plays the role of G.
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Condition (i) in Lemma 4.5 is clearly satisfied since every edge of J1 is black.
To verify condition (ii), let D be any cycle of K1. We claim that D contains a
vertex x from a black cluster B. To see this, suppose that D contains a vertex y
which lies in an in-red cluster. Then the next vertex of D lies in a black cluster.
Similarly, if y lies in an out-red cluster, then the vertex preceding y on D lies in a
black cluster, which proves the claim. Now let IU be the black interval containing
B; then there is a path in D (containing x) which contains at least one vertex
from each cluster in IU . But J1 ∩ E(D1) contains an edge of IU , as required.
To verify (iii), let V V + and WW+ be edges of J1 ∩E(D1) such that J1 avoids
all edges in the segment V +D1W . Then there is exactly one pair of successive red
clusters UoutUin in this segment. So for each va ∈ V + there is a path Pa in f1 from
va to a distinct vertex u
out
a in Uout which winds around D1. Similarly, for each
uina′ ∈ Uin there is a path P ′a′ in f1 from ua′ to a distinct vertex wa′ ∈W which winds
around D1. But by (Red4
′), for at least half of the vertices uouta ∈ Uout, there is an
edge in f1 to some u
in
a′ ∈ Uin. So f1 contains at least one path vaPauouta uina′P ′a′wa′
from va ∈ V + to wa′ ∈W which winds around D1, as required.
So we can find a matching M1 in H3,i(J1) and a cycle C1 with V (C1) = V (K1)
and E(C1) ⊆ K1 ∪M1. We replace the 1-regular subdigraph K1 of f1 by C1. We
call the resulting 1-factor f1(1) and we denote H3,i \M1 by H23,i. Note that all
cycles of f1 which contained a vertex in D1 have now been merged into a single
cycle of f1(1).
For 2 ≤ k ≤ ℓ we define f1(k) inductively as follows. Let Kk be the 1-regular
digraph consisting of all cycles of f1(k − 1) which contain a vertex in a cluster of
Dk. Now let Dk play the role of C, J1∩E(Dk) play the role of J , Kk play the role
of F and H3,i(J1) play the role of G. Note that the k choices J1 ∩ E(Dk′) with
1 ≤ k′ ≤ k playing the role of J so far are pairwise vertex-disjoint. Exactly as
above, the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied and we can apply Lemma 4.5 to obtain
a 1-factor f1(k) in which all cycles containing a vertex in Dk have been merged.
Moreover if two vertices x and y lie on a common cycle of f1(k − 1) they lie on a
common cycle of f1(k). We repeat this for all 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ to obtain f ′1 := f1(ℓ). We
will see below that f ′1 is a Hamilton cycle.
We now aim to carry out a similar procedure for f2, . . . , fκ to obtain f
′
2, . . . , f
′
κ.
The approach will be to use J1 for f1, . . . , fκ′ where κ
′ := κ/(p − 4) and more
generally to use Jq for f(q−1)κ′+1, . . . , fqκ′. Note that, to obtain f ′1, we removed
exactly one perfect matching from each H3,i(E) for each edge E of J1. To reuse
J1 we need only check that, at each step and for each edge E of J1, the remainder
of the sparse digraph H3,i(E) satisfies the conditions required of G in Lemma 4.5.
For this, let Ht3,i(Jq) denote a subdigraph of H3,i(Jq) obtained by removing t
arbitrary perfect matchings from H3,i(E) for each E ∈ Jq.
Claim 5.7. Let κ′ be defined as above and let ε∗ := 2
√
β1/p. Then H
κ′
3,i(E) is
(ε∗, γ2β1)-superregular whenever E is an edge in Jq, where 1 ≤ q ≤ p− 4.
To see this, it suffices to consider a single edge E = XY in J1. WriteH := H
κ′
3,i(E).
Then, since at each stage we removed a perfect matching, in total we removed
κ′ edges incident to each vertex in X ∪ Y , which is at most β1mp/p by (20).
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Since H3,i(E) is (2ε
′1/12, γ2β1)-superregular (see directly after (40)), we can apply
Proposition 3.6(ii) with H3,i(E) playing the role of G, H playing the role of G
′
and d′ := β1/p to find that H is (ε∗, γ2β1)-superregular. Note that ε∗ ≪ γ2β1 by
(4). This proves the claim.
Suppose that we have constructed f ′1, . . . , f
′
t with t < κ
′ in the same way as
f ′1. Then we will have used t perfect matchings in H3,i(E) for each E ∈ J1.
Let Ht3,i(J1) denote the subdigraph of H3,i(J1) consisting of the remaining edges.
Then Claim 5.7 implies that Ht3,i(J1) can still play the role of G in Lemma 4.5.
So we can construct f ′t+1 in the same way as f
′
1. Thus we can obtain f
′
1, . . . , f
′
κ′
as described above.
Now for each 2 ≤ q ≤ p − 4 and each 1 ≤ t ≤ κ′ we can use Jq to obtain
f ′(q−1)κ′+t from f(q−1)κ′+t in exactly the same way (except that we use edges from
H3,i(Jq) and so Jq ∩E(Dk) now plays the role of J for 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ).
We have now obtained f ′1, . . . , f
′
κ. They are clearly edge-disjoint 1-factors. We
claim that f ′j is a Hamilton cycle for each 1 ≤ j ≤ κ. Indeed, suppose not. It
suffices to consider f ′1. Let C and C
′ be cycles in f ′1 where C contains a vertex x
in some cycle D of Fi and C
′ contains a vertex x′ in some cycle D′ of Fi. Recall
that, by our construction, for all cycles Dk in Fi, every vertex in (a cluster of) Dk
is contained in a single cycle in f ′1. Consider the sequence given by (Red0
′) as a
cyclic sequence and pick an interval
DgxgDg+1xg+1 . . . xg′−1Dg′xg′
such that D = Dg and D
′ = Dg′ . By (Red0′) and (Red1′), the inneighbour of xg
in f ′1 is contained in D, so xg ∈ V (C). But similarly the outneighbour of xg in
f ′1 is contained in Dg+1, so all vertices lying in a cluster of Dg+1 are contained in
V (C) and thus xg+1 ∈ V (C). Continuing along the subsequence we conclude that
every vertex lying in a cluster of D′ lies on C. So x′ lies on both C ′ and C; so
since f ′1 is a 1-factor we must have C = C
′. Thus f ′1 is a Hamilton cycle, and the
same holds for f ′2, . . . , f
′
κ.
Finally, we can bound the total number of Hamilton cycles as follows. Note
that
κ
(8),(13),(20)
= (1− γ)(1 − 5γ)βm
sp
.
rp
(7),(16),(17)
= (s − 1)(p − 1)(α˜− γ) L˜
β
≥ (1−√γ)spα˜L˜
β
.
So altogether, after repeating the procedure for every 1 ≤ i ≤ rp, we have found
rpκ ≥ (1− γ)(1− 5γ)(1 −√γ)α˜L˜m˜
(10)
≥ (1−√γ)3(1− ε)α˜n
(4)
≥ (1− η)r
edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles, as required. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1.
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6. The proof of Corollary 1.2
We now use Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.1 to prove Corollary 1.2.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may assume without loss of generality
that 0 < η ≪ ν ≪ τ ≪ α. Choose n0 and γ so that 0 < 1/n0 ≪ γ ≪ η. Suppose
that G is a digraph on n ≥ n0 vertices satisfying (i) and (ii). Let
n±x := d
±
G(x)− (α−
√
γ)n
for each x ∈ V (G). We apply Lemma 4.1 to G with ρ = ε = √γ and with
Q = G (so q = 1) to obtain a subdigraph H of G such that G˜ := G \ H is an
(α − √γ)n-regular digraph on n vertices. Note that for all x ∈ V (G) we have
d−
G˜
(x) ≥ d−G(x)− (
√
γ − γ)n ≥ d−G(x)− νn/2. So for all sets S of vertices,
RN+
ν/2,G˜
(S) ⊇ RN+ν,G(S).
Thus G˜ is a robust (ν/2, τ)-outexpander. Therefore we can apply Theorem 1.1 to
G˜ with parameter η′ := η/2α to find (1 − η′)(α −√γ)n > (α − η)n edge-disjoint
Hamilton cycles in G˜ and hence in G. 
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